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1. Foreword  
       Sun rises, Sun sets; 
       Day blossoms, Night blossoms 
       Time formulates in this pattern. 
 

           Space has variations, 
           Light has deviations, 
           Air’s varieties are infinity, 
           Water has differences, 
           Sand kinds are many. 
 
           Many types of roses, 
           Many types of jasmines, 
 Many types of coconuts, 
           Mangoes and so on. 
 



 
 Every kind of beings; have 
           millions of differences. In 
 the nature, systems are 
           casted and categorized in 
           this manner. 
  
           Human-race has hundreds 
           of hundreds differences. 
           These observations are based 
           on qualities of very high 
           Orders. There are named as 
           caste systems or called as 
           class systems. 
 



           When these were sharply 
           observed, the history of 
           human-race should have  
           been initiated one by one.  
           This was processed by the 
           TRUTH. 
          Trillions of trillions days had 
          perished away. Nights have 
          perished too in similar manner.
          Days and nights have yet to 
          come thou uncountable. 
          Spark of the SUN or spark of 
          the FIRE may and wish to 
          recall the happenings of days 
          and nights. 



2. INTRODUCTION 
          Child itself opens its history 
          with extraordinary helps and 
          marvelous guidance’s from all 
          the directions, which are 
          carefully listened, observed 
          and framed. 
 
        “This child is not only the child 
         of it’s parents but the son of 
         the land, nation, globe and  
         aborigine of human-race on the
         Earth”. Graciously was 
         announced by the great 
         Saththiyainthiraananthar  



         kept a peculiar grass at the  
         feet of the child. 
         He was carrying the child, 
         Chanting the stanza of  
        “Brahmma ghayatri” closer to 
         the ears of the child, applying  
         sandal wood oil on the head of 
         the child, chanting of  
         “ IMMM…” and wearied the 
         holly thread to the naked child 
         in a very special method.  
         He said “nobody can claim or 
         initiate to this child in future. If
         anyone does so; it will produce 
         imbalances to the child, nature 



         and to the globe too”.             
       Holy thread, holly oil and holly 
       grass, which were brought from 
       the holiest Mount Kailash by 
       him. 
       He has done other rituals to the 
       child. 
       [Offering of fragrant flowers,  
       fragrant smoke and illumining 
       lamp which was made out of the 
       combination of nine types of oil]. 
       He left to Himalayas 
       immediately 
       saying ‘I will come back when 
       child reaches the time unit of 



       three’. 
       Child is still having holly thread 
       and grass with it.  
         Saththiyainthiraananthar was 
         presented at the moment of 
         blossoming of this flower, 
         companioned with  
         Saththiyajoothiammaa. 
      During the moment of  
      blossoming of the child: - 

3. Nature, Astronomical and 
   Astrological Position 
• Sky was very clear and  
    reflecting its color totally 
    in view. 



• Oceans were very calm and cool
• Earth was in a very high state of 

vibration. 
• Magnetic line of earth, center of

    cosmic graph of the globe and 
north pole-south pole ray; these  
three were become as one but  
short of seven degree. 
• Sun was in the west of the  

   globe short to reach to the center, 
   of twelve breathing occurrences  

[five unit =one occurrence] or 
nine hundred and thirty six  
heart’s-beat durations.  
• Moon [shadow of SUN] was in 



   the east of the globe short of  
   sixty-three units towards to the 
   center.   
• Star Venus was shining twelve 

    degree in the west from the earth.
• Star Jupiter was illumining 

    fortify- five degree in the east 
    from the earth.  
    Both Venus and Jupiter     
    appearances were in total and 
    there light beams and rays were  
    wonderfully embraces the earth. 
• Trillions of trillions stars were 

twinkling. 
• Holiest mount kailash was  



shining gold color in north, blue  
color in south, crystal color in  
east and green color in west.    
• Holiest lake mansarouwar was 

reflecting the sky as it was. 
• Various types of roses, jasmines

       and other flowers were bloomed
• Air was blowing in a rethymical
   manner. 
• Birds were humming and 

Singing there own styles. They 
Were coming out with their  

    Whole family.   
• Lakes, ponds and wells were  

       in full. 



• Rivers were flowing in  
Complete paths.    

• Fruits were full in the gardens. 
• Paddy fields were ready for  

       the harvest.  
• Vegetable gardens were in  
    fruitful state. 
• Cows and goats were pouring  

       milk with their cattle’s. 
• Nature was with sound  
    conditions. 
• Very rare birds color in violet  

      with long beautiful tail was  
      arrived near the shrine where the
      child was born.  



• That shrine was not made out  
       with any artificial matters. But  
       only was made out with herbal 
       elements.  
• Artificial measurements [time  
    and weight] become standstill 
    and refused to function at the 
    moment of birth. 
• Name of medical doctor only  

And only  
Saththiyainthiraananthar 

[spiritual, physical, psychological
and ‘siththa doctor’]. 
• Sththiyajoothiamma was the  

Only assistance to the doctor. 



• Father was on the peak of bliss.
• Mother didn’t cry that moment.
• Child didn’t cry too. 
• Child always was in smile. 
• What ever happens in and out  

       to the child, smiling happenings
       are still undergoing.  
• Father is the only son and child 
   to his parents. 
• Mother is the only daughter and
   child survived to her parents. 
Eight children was born before 
and eight were disappeared with 
Divine. Mother had one younger  
brother and a younger sister.  



• Mother was the age of eighteen
units with twelve stars while was 
bestowing the child in the nature.  

    Father was the age of 
    twenty-seven units with ten stars.
• The entirety was experiencing 
   full freedom at that moment. 
 
4. Great person- A Sage. 
   

      These were observed by the 
      Saththiyainthiraanahar. 
      
       He is always in chanchchara 

         [observes thapas] in the holiest 



        ‘Kailash’ mount and the purist 
         ‘Manassarouwar’ lake in 
         Himalayas at Bharatham or 
         it is called as Hindustan.  
 
         Saththiyayoothiammaa was 
         Screaming, “How is this child 
         going to bear all the 
         suffocations from the entire 
         directions where the days and 
         nights are yet to blossom 
         infinitely”? Moment of 
         blossoming of the child,  
         Mother’s side; 
         Grandfather and grandmother 



         were highly worried that they 
         were going to loose the child. 
         They were performing ‘Shiva 
         Pooya’. They were based on 
         ‘Kaashmeer Hindus’ [veera 
         Saivites special]. 
  
         Father’s side; 
         Grandfather and grandmother 
         were performing fire worship 
         “Agni koththira” at Benaras 
         [Varanaashi or Kaashi] in 
         Bhartham. They were totally 
         based on ‘smaarththa special’.  

• Grandfather clearly announced 



‘this child will solve the problems
 of the human illnesses, solve 
the non stop suffocative problems
in the nation and in the 
globe completely’.  
Special marks on the child: - 
Hair—brown black & not strings 
Nail—pink in colors 
Skin—very light maroon color 
Eyes—brown black with wisdom
Ears—listening especially inner 
           sounds and functions as  
           eyes too with the structure
           of well balanced drums 
Nose—prahnic structure 



Mouth—pink color & always 
              smiling lips, speaks 
              with silence and   
              transformations happen  
              through signs 
Forehead—enlightening with  
                   Third eye 
Face—oval shape 
Hands—healing with philosophy 
              and dharmmam and its  
              Structure is oval 
Legs—four points landing on  
            Earth where centers of 
            legs don’t touch the  
            Earth mainly called as 



            “curing legs” 
Organ—“uurththuvam” 
Total format—absorbing and  
                       radiating vibration 
                       with flexibility and
                       not only nature 
                       proof but divine  
                       proof too.                 

                              
      There was a wonderful song sang
      for the child by the holy madam 
      was a peculiar happening, 
      Saththiyayoothiamma: - 

 
 
 



     “Aum! Maathee, mahaathma 
                  Namasthe namasthe; 
       Aum!  Maathaa, mahaathma 

                                       Apayam apayam; 
  Aum!  Maathee maathaa, 
             Mahaathmaa 
             Saranam saranam; 
  Aum! Thaayea maathaa, 
      Mahaathmaa chanchcharam 
      Niththiyam niththiyam,             
      Mahaathmaa jeevitham 
      Saththiyam saththiyam, 
      Aathmikam lokitham 
      Saathvikam saantham Shivam, 
      Shivajoothy Dharsanam  



      Niyam Nirantharam. 
The other happenings occur: - 

• Not only at Mother’s womb   
but even at the moment of 
blossom on the earth and even 
now, CHILD is surrounded by 
enmity, jealousy, anger, 
misunderstandings, wars and 
violence. 

• Reasons are unknown. 
 

6. Snake attacks: - 
1. 
On Wednesday 12 th April   2006 
mid night at 1.10 [1.10am], while 



CHILD was in deep sleep a male 
cobra snake white in color; 
purposely was put inside the 
sleeping room. The snake attacked 
the Child twice in the right and left 
hands while was in deep sleep. 
CHILD is hardly survived.  
Child had done the very special ceremony for to recover the snake-bite, 
at the Holy Shrine; where “Shiva-Lingam” Illumines as the embodiment 
of LIGHT. 
1. Poured the Holy Blood; to the Shiva-Lingam from both hands of 

   Child.  
 

2. “Paathaala-Ganga water” was around the Holy-Shiva lingam where 

the Child was seated inside the “Paathaala-Ganga water”; 
meditating just after snake bite from 1.10 am to 5.30am. 

3. Spirit, Soul, Life, Prahna, Mind and 

Body of Child were together with SHIVA-



LINGAM in the Holy Shrine almost 
from 1.10am to 5.30am. SHVA-LINGAM was turned in to blue 
color. 

4. Just after twenty four hours[following day-early morning]; again the 

same situation was surrounded the Child: - 

 a. Child was fainted. 

 b. Both palms of Child became blue colors. 

 c. The whole body Child turned down in to ice-format. 

5. Again Child had done the special rituals: - 

    a. Implant the innermost structure of the Child; with the  
        Holy- Lingam. 

    b. Again poured the Holy Blood from both palms of Child; 

        to the Holy SHVA-LINGAM [Symbol of God], 
        Holy Water, Holy-Land and Sand and to the special 
        Yagnana-Horma [Agni].  

   c. Child was observed the 

      “Nature cure system of complete 
    Medicine”;  



        to cure from the deadly suffocative incidents. 
 

This snake bites process are soundly known actions to Child. 
 
But there are unknown bites are still going on; right round the 

CHILD; from in the name of: - 1. Social. 
2. Friendship. 
3. Relationship. 
4. Communications. 
5. Defense. 
6. Ethnic conflicts. 
7. Religion. 
8. Language. 
9. Music. 
10. Fine-Arts and etc…..  

  
2.10th march, year 1998 on Tuesday 
early morning at 3a.m.simarlar 
incident was happened; but the 
white cobra didn’t attack the child. 
It was holding right foot by its 



mouth for couple of minutes while 
child was in sleep. It should have 
thought that the foot was its food. 
But child spontaneously got up, 
shake the leg, and released 

the snake out its holding position.  
That too was brought purposely 
put inside the room.  

3. 
When the CHILD was undergoing 
the age of five, 
There was a multi color snake 
with full of poison kept with 
collections of dolls. Child thought 
that it was a beautiful garland and 



suddenly took and IT was ready to 
wear. 
Child spontaneously realized it 
should had had been something 
else and thrown out of the house. 
Father and mother were 
immediately arrived closer to the 
child. 
Main purpose was to kill the child 
and it’s parents. 
4. 
Wile the child was undergoing the 
age of nine, 
Mountain snake length of 



more than fifteen feet was put 
inside territory where child was 
dwelling. 
Parents didn’t know the motive of 
all these happenings. But the 
CHILD got alert from the age of 
nine. 
Child passed the message 
through the ‘inner channel’            
to the ‘holly person’ 
Saththiyainthiraananthar. 
Within couple of days HE arrived 
from the holiest mountain 
Himalayas and made sound and 



perfect protection to the child in 
all the directions. 
When the child was passing 
through the age of three, its 
grandfather put the child at the 
village school. 

6. A Drama. 
Child had performed a drama in 
the open school stadium where the 
child left alone middle of the 
entire students, teachers and the 
population of the village at its 
village school. Duration of drama 



was one hour [5pm to 6pm]. Light 
was almost out of the sky.  
Brief of the drama was “a child is 
in search of its ‘true father’ and its
‘true mother’ with light, bell, 
flowers, fragrant smoke holy ash, 
water with chantings and hymns”.
Child dressed with white cloth, 
was carrying ancient script which 
was in compressed form on its 
waist and was moving with naked 
legs in the open stadium ground. 
Loneliness leads to the state of 
‘aloneness’ or complete 
‘independent’. 



This state had started at the age of 
three to the child. 
It was the very most important 
action drama which had done the 
total transformation or sublimation 
or revolution in its future living 
pattern. 
Saththiyainthiraananthar hared of 
this happening and he had 
spontaneously arrived from 
Himalayas and was condemning 
the school principal [Srinevasa 
Iyer], teachers and other 
organizers of the drama.  



Nobody realizes the value of the 
child other than Him. 
Reaction of the drama, was that 
the whole village was awakened. 
But the child had entered in the 
‘unknown ground’ and as well as 
‘unknown field’ too. 
 
After this happening child was 
framed with very high form of 
Aura. “Formation of Aura is the 
spontaneous action of the 
supernatural system”. 
Saththiyainthiraananthar told to 
the child ‘any beings or any body 



will never heard you or attack you 
or target to you. If anyone does to 
you it will immediately go back to 
them and even the particular 
thought will turn where towards to 
its origin and vanish within 
themselves’.   
This message is still humming and 
vibrating within the inner ears of 
the child. 

7. Curing. 
Various types of sick people 
usually keep the hands and legs of



the child; on their heads and their 
painful places will get complete 
relieve. 
But the child suffers and cries 
whole night and following days. 
Parents didn’t know the situation 
of the child at all. Because they 
were so innocent and they don’t 
know how to protect the child 
from the unknown disturbances 
and unknown wounds which are 
always towards to the child.  
This situation is started from the 
age of three to the child.     



But the great Soul from Himalayas 
the Saththiyainththiraananthar 
time to time be with the child and 
shares inner and outer problems of 
the entire human race. He makes 
the child in the well balanced state 
of “unshakable stability”. 
 
Child always carefully handles his very personal actions in his 
own style. Child even never allows its father or mother to 
permit to do those actions such as washing cloths, 
maintenance of the hair and etc.  
Child performs its laundry works, its saloon works and etc. 
Child has given full freedom to the particular workers from 
the age of nine. 
Child’s actions, characters, behaviors and etc are always made 
by self. 
 
But recently some sources have given pressures to child and 
collect the child’s cloths for washing.  



After some period child’s cloth was used by somebody else 
and silently given to child. 
Child was wearing the cloth. Suddenly skin of the child was 
affected. This action is deliberately and purposely done. Why 
all these sources are still damaging, harming and disturbing 
the child continuously.  
When all these negative actions are going to stop?  
Now child is recalling the words of the great soul 
SATHIYAINTHIRAANANTHAR; 
“Do not give any things which are only belonging to you. 
Even do not to allow anybody to touch you and your 
belongings”.  
But others want realize and understand all these actions 
caused so call freedom fighters or religious heads or other 
fanatics?  
Some more or the other ways or paths all these actions should 
stop. 
Child is left alone in the mid and mud of oceans of life or 
rubbish.  
   . 
Other head breaking and heart blasting problem to child is:- 
So call leaders of politicians, freedom fighters, religions, 
psychologists, other medical experts, educationist and 
professionalizes are trying to identify child!!  
It is not possible.  
So called people words which may follow: - 

a. They have done propagations to the society, to my school 
mates, to the people who loves me, my best friends, my 



best fans, my superb devotees, my class one students, 
very close relations and so on: that CHILD is a sick 
person and they said that CHILD doesn’t know about 
those his or it’s illness or their propagations; this was 
worst strategy that so far they were operated against 
CHILD. This was put the CHILD in the state of 
loneliness and state of alone too. 

b. The most and the worst propagations had done by the 
selected doctors and professionals such as that CHIILD 
doesn’t have testicles from very long time ago. 

c. Educationists and so called freedom fighters had put the 
CHILD in a corner and called as GOD. They were 
cheated themselves and CHILD. OH! WHAT 
FOOLISHNESS.     

1. Doctors said cancer patient [deliberately put the particular 
virus in to the body of child by doctors]. 

2. Patient of kidney fail [statement released by qualified and 
sound practitioners in the medical field- so called 
doctors]. 

3. Wound in stomach [purposely]. 
4. Tumor in brain cells [ done, during the process of dental 

clinic]  
5. Damage in mouth and teeth [purposely done during the 

process of in the name of treatment]. 
b. Child is a mad person [purposely injected by other religious
                                        head]. 
c. Child is a spiritualist [mentioned group of legal sects]. 



d. Child is a terrorist [mentioned by competitions of experts in 
all the types of sects and the seekers of next successor of child 
or power or position]. 
e. Child is a singer [called by musical experts]. 
f. Child is a dancer [mentioned by lovers of dance of Shiva]. 
g. Child is priest [said by well famed priests]. 
h. Child is monk [said by religious fanatics]. 
i. Child is sophisticated criminal [said by group of layers]. 
j. Child is Rasputin and so on [said by legal experts and 
                                                 Freedom-fighters]. 
k. Inquiry about CHILD: - [who is this?] researches are going 
on by various types of astrologers which were completely 
ended in conflicts and confrontations. Very poor and weak 
calculations were made by all these sects where these sects 
also link with those so called people. 
l. Interferences were made to the CHILD by various types of 
sub agent of medical people named as “counselors”. [These 
are the people that they had done the worst damages to the top 
and the bottom of the society which caused all the types of 
wars and violences in and out. These so called counselors 
were tried maximum effort to destroy the CHILD.]  
m. Writers and poets were planed to damage characters, 
habits, images, personals, secrets, discoveries, originality, 
creativity and personality of CHILD.[ They were operated 
their plans through all the types of Medias. They thought that, 
CHILD will run away without any places and bases. But 
unfortunately their each and every plan, step and idea was 
failed.]    



 
CHILD survived from all these deadly points and processes. 
CHILD still smiling and operating the laptop computer and 
writing his biography [15.05.2007 GMT.7.40 am] which was 
initiated from the age of three, by the holiest soul 
Saththiyainthiraananthar. 
The holiest SHRINE safe guarded the CHILD from all these 
suffocations which were done purposely by so call experts. 
Even moment to moment the holiest SHRINE [formulated by 
the child] protects the child.      
All this commences and identifications are false, irrelevant 
and false too. 
All these so called people have secreted relationships for to do 
their business, unwontedly damaging the mass and destroying 
holiest persons through the world from long time onwards. 
For examples: - 

1. They introduce various types of food items silently mixed
    with bio-chemicals and put in the market. Consumers fall
    sick. Hospitals are full with patients. Not only medical 
    fields but also other relative agents have their business in
    sound. People are suffering and loosing their finance, 
    health, precious life and time. 
2. They introduce so many types of educational systems, 

build so many schools; publish millions of books and 
other tools. Parents do not know, children do not know 
and mass do not know. Without knowing; the entire 
people are suffering psychologically from time 



immemorial. But the particular agents having these as 
bossiness. 

3. From very ancient period rulers: introduced millions of 
epics, poems, dramas, cinemas, various types of 
personalities and so on and ordered to praise those as 
divine. Presently the same processes are still going on 
through out the world. Thinkers and lovers who are based 
on oldest [pre-historians or earlier modernists or earlier 
revolutionists] are calling that the earlier ones are holy. 
Present thinkers or present lovers [present historians or 
new modernists or new revolutionists] are calling the 
present ones are holy. 

  “Oh!! What ignorance? What a stupidity? 
    CHILD firmly and confidently declares openly that all 
    these massages are belonging to everybody. 
4. Other deadly problem is; all the electronic and other 

medias. These are the worst elements of those agents. 
They are the main cause of all the disasters. They act just 
like parrots. They have to stop bluffing, gossiping. They 
unwontedly rule, control, disturb, harm and damage the 
psyche of the entire people or mass. These are the main 
causes for the entire problems through out the world.  
They don’t know when the cat caches all the parrots. 
 
 
 
 

SPECIAL NOTE      



All these so called sects had produced so many reasons and 
excuses after doing all the type disasters. All these sects are 
internally and externally netted.  
CHILD is where to complaint all these happenings? 
 
 
     
The word “CHILD” derived form the source of “CHI” or” 
SHI”.  
“SHI” or “CHI” refers VISION. L refers LIGHT. D refers 
DVINE.  
Child is VISION of LIGHT of DVIINE. 
 
Child is not an infant or a baby.  
Apart from physical and psychic 
problems there are many types of 
troubles and harms are around the 
human race such as Religions, 
Languages, Philosophies, 
Politics,Education,Professions and 
etc. 



Religion is the first and the most 
important problem that child had 
met at the age of three. 
Child always and only observes 
spontaneously blossoming 
happenings on the earth and in 
sky. 
But totally and unexpectedly there 
was an artificial and forcible pull 
and hard call surrounded the child 
at the age of three from ‘Nevinch’-
that was the strong catholic 
background. Parents were 
surprised and they were unable to 
overcome that situation. 



But the child had smashed and 
uprooted the so-called hard call 
and forcible pull from the Roman 
Catholic source naturally with 
smile at the age of three.  
When the child was at the age of 
twelve met a person who was the 
founder of “International 
Conference of Thamilzh 
Research”. 

8. Discussions. 
He was a Catholic Priest named as 
Fr.Thaninayagam Adikalar. 



Child seriously questioned and 
had sincere discussions with him. 
Questions:-  
1. Are the conferences based on 

written documents? Yes. 
2. Are the researches depended 

on collection of data’s? Yes. 
3. How far the documents and 

data’s are possessing truth? 
Don’t know. 

4. What is the life letter or word 
or sound in Thamilzh? No 
answer given. Child said that 
will be only “IMM”.     



5. How many prime vowels are 
presented in Thamilzh so far? 
Twelve. Is it correct? Don’t 
know. Child said only five,   
excluding ‘imm’ and  

6. How many sounds formations 
    or packages [letters] are 
    available to register various 
    types of sounds in Thamilzh or
    in any Languages? Don’t  
    know. 
7. Why you are always saying in
    your speech ‘god has given 
    life to me for to do service to 
    Thamilzh’ that as your own  



    sayings? Maintained silence. 
8. Are you the owner of that  
    Sayings? Maintained silence 
    with angry. 
9. Is the founder of  
    “International Conference of  
     Thamilzh Research” had 
     stolen the sayings from the 
     prime EXPOSITIONS which 
     are the roots of Hindu and 
     Saiva TRUTHS and which 
     are based in Himalayas -- 
     Inthusthan is the perfect 
     pronunciation of Hindustan 
     [Bhaaratham]? He had got up



    from his seat. 
10. Can you or anybody separate
      or divide the religion and 
      language through any types 
      of tactics or plots or 
      diplomatic ways? He sat 
      down again.      
       

Discussions:- 
1. Originality: - Is Christianity 

possesses originality? Why did 
they steal everything from 
Hindus and Saivites? [Trinity, 
various types of symbols, 
signs, Goddess worship, games



and etc—examples for 
symbols: 1.You burnt young 
coconut leaves and named as 
holy ash which is black in 
color. But Hindus and Saivites 
prepare holy ash from herbs 
and cow dam which is white in 
color. 

2. Jepam. Hindus and Saivites use 
the garland for the ‘jepam’ 
{chanting} which is made out 
crystal and herbs seeds 
{ruraksha}. But your mission 
prepare from something else]. 



3. Trizool is the symbol of trinity 
of Hindus and Saivites. But 
your tradition have made little 
changes in the structure of 
Trizool and named as cross.  

 
4. Clothing. Hindus and Saivites 

wear only one cloth as it is 



which covers the whole body 
from very ancient period 
onwards. But your fathers 
stitch one cloth and they dress 
it. 

5. Word and Stick. Hindus and 
Saivites carry holy word 
written in wood or stone or 
metal which always announces 
permanency and carry a strait 
stick which is made out silver. 
But your fathers carry curved 
stick and a script which is 
always in changes.  



9. 
Game of chess: - 
In Thamilhz language this game 
is named as ‘KULAYAM’ or 
KULAKAM [chess] which is 
discovered by Hindus and 
Saivites from time –immemorial. 
In this game God captures human 
or human captures God. 
Dancing Shiva is named as God 
in this game. Sixty four divine 
arts are blossoming through this 
game. Billions of variations are 



available and each and every 
game ends in different style. 
It is a game played between 
divine kingdom and human 
kingdom. Divine kingdom has 
two Divine Palaces such as 
Diving King Palace as well as 
Divine Queen Palace. 
Human Kingdom has two palaces, 
such as king palace as well as 
queen palace too. One side 
sixteen members are available 
including with their partners. 
Similarly other side too has same 
counts and same structures but 



different in colors. Earth is one 
platform or stage and space is 
another stage. 
Later on this game is introduced 
by saints and sages in palaces 
where kings and queens are use to 
play and then scattered between 
palaces, kings and other countries 
finally through out the world. 
The very ancient Thamilz king 
Ravaneeswarar introduced chess 
game through out the world. 
{Child has mastered this game in 
his age of five. Child has 



mastered the game from the great 
soul Saththiyainthiraananthar}. 
You and your Vatican people 
interpolated the structures of the 
chess game- the form of cross is 
placed over head of the both sides 
of the kings.  
Why they have done like this? 
  
Trinity: - Hindus and Saivites 
have discovered trinity from time 
immemorial as TRUTH, 
ENERGY and INNERSPACE.   
But you, Vatican and other 
Christian organizations cheaply 



announced trinity as Father, Son 
and Holy Ghost. Why Vatican 
had stolen trinity from Hindus 
and Saivites and given some other 
names? 
Why they are cheating everybody
through out the world?  
Goddess worship: -  
Hindus and Saivites worship total 
ENERGY as Goddess and given 
the ideal format to the total 
ENERGY. 
But the entire Christian 
organizations introduced the 



mother of Christ as SHE or 
goddess worship. 
Can you realize the different 
between Origin [Hindus and 
Saivites] and duplicates 
[Christians]? 
Signs: - 
Hindus and Saivites use Thumps 
as their signs from time 
immemorial which will never 
changeable and for ever too. 
But your Christian organizations 
have introduced signatures 
systems which are always 
changeable or could be signed by 



any body else and would claim 
ownership for anything in the 
entire field.  
Can you realize the weak systems 
in the administrative field 
everywhere?     
Others: - 
 
a. ‘Mantram’- It consists of letter, 

word, sentences, phrases and 
meaning which is normally 
framed in Sanskrit language 
which is very ancient language 
too. 



Sanskrit language blossoms from 
six types of pillars or prime 
sources such as follow: - 
1. Varnam. 
2. Mantram. 
3. Patham. 
4. Kalai. 
5. Bhuvanm. 
6. Thaththuvam. 
   
But you and your Christian 
organizations are degrading and 
disgracing ‘mantram’, which 
means under measuring the 
wonderful language and it’s 



massages. They are fooling and 
hurting those who chant mantras.
Mantram is common for Sanskrit 
and Thamilhz languages and 
Hindus and Saivites too. Any 
language may blossom as in the 
form of matram.  
 
 
b. Yogam. 
The entire Christian missionaries 
misunderstood and very bad way 
they had introduced yogam 
through out the entire world so 
far. This is one of the most 



important evidence that they had 
stolen from Hindus and Saivites 
and had got by the eyes of the 
world. 
Example-‘Pathanchali yoga sutra’
It consists of administrative 
methods that they had introduced 
so far which are in manipulated 
forms.  
CHILD declares that the 
‘Pathanchali Yoga sutra’ is not 
written by Pathanchali but should 
have been written by Christian’s 
missionaries or by western 
person.   



True and ancient yogam consists 
of: --- 
1. Hatha yogam or Ashtaanga 
    Yogam. 
2. Parianga Yogam. 
3. Keshari Yogam. 
4. Chandra Yogam. 
5. Sariya Yogam. 
6. Kriya Yogam. 
7. Raaja Yogam. 
8. Gnana Yogam. 
9. Shiva Yogam. 
 
 
 



 c. Thirukkural 
It is not an original script from 
Thamilhz language. But it is 
another form of translation of Old 
Testament which is interpolated 
within in the hearts and heads of 
Thamilhz people by the Italians  
or the Roman Catholics.    
This is the very most important 
evidence for pollution and 
interpolation which were made by 
the Christian missionaries. 
Thiruvalluvar is a dream 
personality introduced by the so 
called translators.  



These missionaries had done 
heavy damages to the both 
languages as well as in Thamilhz 
and Sanskrit. 
They had done serious disaster 
not only to the Religion but to the 
Language too. 
d. buildings. 
Your missionaries had similarly 
constructed the model of Vatican 
especially in Ceylon 
[SHIVABHOOMI] as town halls 
in Colombo Jaffna and other 
arias. Even Jaffna public library 
was the same module too. 



e. Paradise. 
In the Old Testament paradise, 
mountain, Eden garden, fruit and 
a person [Jesus] was introduced. 
But your missionaries are still in 
search of all these not only in 
Ceylon but they search of their 
dream concepts and places in 
whole of Hindustan [particularly 
in Kashmir]. Do all the 
missionaries want to convert the 
Hindustan and Shivabhoomi 
[Ceylon] as Christian countries? 



In both places, unsolved problems 
are still going on from long time 
onwards. 
Your missionaries are the only 
cause for all these happenings. 
f. LINGAM [the form of OVAL].
The entire Christian missions and 
other groups had misinterpreted 
the Lingam worship of Hindus 
and Saivites. It was one of the 
most destruction done by your 
missionaries. 
CHILD is trying to explain the 
actual worship of LINGAM. 
1. Worship of LINGAM. 



It is categorized in to six ways 
naturally from time immemorial 
by the Hindus and Saivites for 
worship. 
 

a. Anda Lingam: -  
The ENTIRETY or TOTALITY 
is in the form of Lingam. 
b. Pinda Lingam: -   
The entire forms are in the form 
of Lingam. 
c. Athma Lingam: - 
The Inner-space is in the form 
of Lingam. 
d. Gnana Lingam: -   



     Divine Master is in the form of
     Lingam. 

e. Sarva Lingam: - 
The entire non beings are in the 
form of Lingam. 
f. Shiva Lingam: - 
This is specially made out by 
the precious stones, gold, silver, 
mercury and other metals or 
sand.  

2. Worship of NDUKAL. 
If true saints, sages, great kings 
and love ones pass away for a 
memory shrine will be 
formulated. 



 
   
3. Worship of KANTHU. 
Powerful king fight all over the 
parts of the world. If he was 
victorious they would build huge 
temples for to mark victory.  
Examples: - 
1. Sholar temples at Tanjoorvur in 
south India. 
2. Palavers temples at 
Kaanchipuram in south India. 
3. Paandian temples at mathurai 
in south India. 



4. Ponnampalavaanessvara temple 
at Colombo in Ceylon. 
 
4. Vaitheesvaran temple at Jaffna 

Ceylon.  
These are all man made temples. 
But MOUNT KAILASH is the 
natural Lingam only worshiped 
by the true Hindus and Saivites. 
Later on various types of mounts 
were introduced by the other 
invertors [Christians] such as Ape 
mount, Adam’s peak and etc.    
Your Missions had announced 
that the Adam and Eve [king and 



queen of bible-old testament] 
were lived in Ceylon. It is a big 
joke that your heroes made so far.
g. Marriage issue.      
You and your missionaries had 
done the unrecoverable heavy 
damages to the Hindus and 
Saivites in the name of marriages 
and sex.  
In a very tactful way your 
members were penetrated in the 
Coe of the Hindu and Saiva 
families had sex with Hindu and 
Saiva girls and silently had left 
the girls. Later on you and your 



missionaries introduced the 
counseling through and by very 
well trained doctors.   
Those innocent families and their 
girls didn’t know anything. In the 
name of reputation they marry 
some others. But your members’ 
children were carried by the 
innocent girls.  
This practice is still going which 
are being continued by the so 
called freedom fighters that are 
created by your Christian 
missionaries not only in 



Shivabhoomi but also through out 
the world.  
This is happening in the 
Buddhists families which are 
introduced by your missionaries 
too.  
Child has huge responsible to 
protect and safeguard not only 
Hindus and Saivites but 
Buddhists too.      
Child orders that send Christ back 
to Bethlehem return all the types 
of bibles and missionaries to 
Vatican.  



Then only Asia will blossom 
peacefully radiates and transforms
tranquility and harmony through 
out the world. 
If you are all fail to do so the 
DIVINE will tack hard and 
serious action.  
h. slavery issue. 
In the name of humanitarian 
motive, service attitude and etc 
your missionaries had play the 
drama of havoc. This leads the 
people in the state of slavery. 
i. Poor’s issue  



Your missionaries are always with 
full of money that is from Vatican 
and they purchase all the poor 
people. 
Later on the people work against 
the Hindus and Saivites.  
The missionaries worked up 
further which is that they had 
entered in a family, purchase at 
least a family member and put the 
member to fight against the own 
family system.    
This is the worst disaster that your 
missionaries had done to Hindus 
and Saivites which is not only 



unbearable action but also the 
maximum suffocations produced 
to the families of Hindus and 
Saivites. 
The purchased one are acting 
more violent than Vatican against 
to the Hindus and Saivites.             
The entire Christian missionaries 
made big blow between Hindus 
and Saivites and later on your 
missionaries had done the blow 
between Hindus and Buddhist.  
It means your missionaries had 
done the damages in the Asian 
countries. 



Did you know that the Hindus, 
Saivites, Buddhists and other 
Asian religious practices are 
originated from the same source –
Himalayas [Kailash]? 
Your missionaries and your 
brother missions [Islam] were 
started religious war long ago.   
Can you identify the ‘so called 
quality’ or ‘super cultured people’ 
of the entire Christian 
missionaries?  
     
 



Why Catholic fathers submit their 
researches only in German 
language? 

Why they write lot of books 
and pamphlets in search of 
relationship with Hindus and 
Saivites after doing deadly 
damages to the origin of  
Inthu [Hindus] and Saivites? 
What is the different between 
yours and earlier invasions?  
Those were done the worst 
damages to the ancestors not 
only in our land but 
everywhere in world? 



Why Catholics and the other 
Christian organizations 
unilaterally announcing that 
this ‘child’ is Jesus? 
Can’t you realize that this 
child is originated from Hindu 
and Saiva source of 
Hindustan? 
Are these organizations have 
created militants groups and 
terrorists sects not only in the 
land but through out the 
world? Weather Islam also 
supports all these process? 



Is the Islam is the brother of 
Christianity?         

6. Purity: - Why you declare that 
the bible is purity? 
Why then they always up-to-
date the bible time to time? 
Weather they have stolen 
everything from EAST of 
globe!  
PURITY NEVER CHANGES.
Don’t you know this prime 
truth? 
Is Christ is a person  



introduced by the ancient so 
called psychologists and rulers 
as a ‘dream personality’? 
In the names of friendship 
education, service, health care, 
food-clothing- lodging, 
counseling, culture, 
developments, social and 
national benefits and etc 
are they fooling and damaging 
truth which blossoms in 
EAST. 
 
 
 



 
7. Holiness. 

You organization and other 
missions play with words and 
fearing the entire population on 
the earth. 
Holy father, holy son, holy 
mother, holy book, holy land 
holy war, holy cross and etc…. 
What are the meanings of all 
these terminologies? Are these 
words are used for the purpose 
of ‘brain washing techniques’ 
to the rulers and the people like 
communists?  



 
    

8. Titles. 
Your Vatican mission and 
other miscellaneous sects are 
introduced various types titles 
through out the world. 
People and leaders are 
struggling and fighting for the 
‘so called titles’.  
Why your backgrounds are 
using all these types of tactics 
which are made imbalances in 
the human nature? 

9. Virgin. 



     Your mission had introduced  
 ‘Virgin Merry’ for bring forward
  Goddess worship. Virgin word  
  Is derived from Virginia which   
is a part of human anatomy. Why
  your ancient mission used this 
  strategy for divine worship 
  this is still going on through 
  out the world? How are you 
  going to rectify all these rubbish
  and madness! Oh! What 
  foolishness! 
   
10.  Vigilant 
 You and your mission 



       unnecessarily awake your 
       members and people and ask
       them to be in the state of 
       vigilant. All these people are 
       lost their living ability which
       is the wealth and gift of 
       God or nature. 
There are always surrounded by 
fear and shocks. Why these 
artificial orders are still going 
from the period of Mosses 
onwards?  
11.  Ten commandments. 
The worst irrelevant massage and 
bluff is; the Ten Commandments 



which are differ from place to 
place,   scripts to scripts [various 
types of publication of bible] and 
priest to priest through out the 
world. 
 
How are you going to sort it out 
all these types of mess from the 
time of Mosses? 
How your Vatican missions are 
going to do their propagation 
work even in their own place and 
their own members genuinely?  
 
 



12. Sex. 
The entire catholic priests many 
time asked the head of Vatican 
directly that they want to marry 
or want to have sex unofficially. 
But the head had allowed only for 
the unofficial request. 
Do the people in the world know 
this orders and habits of these so 
called priests, the head of Vatican
and their teachings?  
13. Sub-stories. 
In your so-called script has full  
of sub-stories which is  
misleading and put your 



members and other followers in 
dreams or in sleep. 
These are the artificial process. 
How are you going bring back in 
to normalcy? 
  
  
14. What had propagated so 
       far?       
You, Vatican and Christian 
organizations should had have 
been spread only and only the 
OLIVE plant but not any script or 
bible. 



If that had done so far, the earth 
should had have been full olive 
plants which would had have 
been used by the entire people. 
But that was not happened.  
‘OLIVE plant possesses full of 
medicinal values, which 
originates from Bethlehem ’. 
Even it is not too late to supply 
olive plants all over the parts of 
the world. 
So stop supply of scriptures and 
bibles and other rubbish works 
[conversions and etc].    
 Due to all these, the entire 



      people were lost the natural 
      ways of livings.  
 

Child is not only questioning 
but wants to clear it out the 
entire obstacles on its path.      
Auto biography is not a story 
or myth or dream or bluff or 
manipulation but it is the 
petals of fire of completeness. 
 
Discussions and questions 
were happened in front of the 
great soul 
Saththiyainthiraanathar. 



Suddenly the particular father 
questioned that ‘may I share 
anything with……’ Child 
spontaneously said that ‘It is 
not a question of sharing. It is 
a non stop war which is 
happening from more than 
thousands of thousands years. 
If you have any problems or 
want any needs you can ask’. 
 
Do you know the important 
secret that the “S.J.V.S is 
going to kill all youths in the 
whole land, for his name,  



fame, for Vatican mission and 
so on…..” 
These discussions were 
happened on the year of 1971.
 
  
After this lightening message  
Saththiyainthiraananthar took 
the child back to his place. 
After these happenings; the 
child left the home and the 
land towards to the holiest and 
sacred mount Kailash with the
Saththiyainthiraananthar. 



There was a peculiar 
happenings occurred before 
leaving the home towards 
Mount Kailash. 
 
One day Child was forcibly pushed to the state of anger 
by the family members [for joke]. 

But child seriously entered in the state of anger. 

After couple of minutes; child hidden in his own way 
and style. 

Family members couldn’t find the child for the day and 
the night. They were searching all over the place including 
lakes and wells. They couldn’t find the location where 

child hidden. 

Following day morning they found the child in the  
Shrine unexpectedly. 
 



Anyhow; Child had done a very special and deliberately 
secret ceremony to safeguard home, members of the home 
and the land. 
 
The Ceremony follows: -. 
 

There was a very ancient symbol 
[TRYZOOL] at child’s place. 
 
**************************************************

Child transformed: - 

 1. Prahnic energy 

 2. Energy of Inner-Spirit. 

 3. Holy blood from both Palms child. 

           4. Implanted the Inner-Space of Child. 
After this very special ceremony; the symbol as had become 

identically as Child and had begun to function as the 
greatest protector [defense] too. 
  
**************************************************



After this incident child joyfully left the home towards to 
Kailash.    

 10. In Kailash 
The child had spent a very 
long period of time in the 
holiest mount Kailash. 
When child first time landed 
in the Holiest mount Kailash, 
Child was surrounded by  
various types of people and 
Saadhus including Laamas. 
There first question was:-  
Child was from which 
country? 



Child answered spontaneously
“I am form NEERVELY” 
Saththiyainththiraananthar 
said they were asking name 
of your country. Child was  
again and again replying 
I am from NEERVELY which
is surrounded by water in all 
the directions. It may named 
as Mt.Kailash or Shivabhoomi 
or Lanka or Benaaras or 
Mansarovar or Earth. 
NEER means water. 
VEELY means protection or 
Limits. 



Earth is surrounded by the 
Water.  
The very ancient name   
is Shivabhoomi [Elankai] 
given by Thirumoolavar. 
But the child realized the 
natural name is NEERVELY. 
Saththiyainthiraananthar too 
and others were in the state of 
Shocks and surprises. 
All the saints, sages, people 
and experts were accepted 
the true facts and messages. 
CHILD has produced as: - 
1. True format of Language. 



2. True format of Religion. 
3. True format and the name 

of Nation. 
Child said TRUTH is TRUTH. 
But mass and other Medias say 
‘This is terrible’. 
They were failed to face and 
realize these facts and TRUTH. 
Oh! What foolishness and 
ignorance. 
When and how all these people, 
Medias and other leaders are want 
to come out from all the types of 
prisons, dreams concepts, 
delusions and illusions which are 



generating endless suffocation 
throughout the world still up to 
now. 
Why did you come to this spot? 
Child answered--- 
Because: - air is polluted. 
                  Water is polluted. 
                  Food is polluted. 
Reason: - Charmers are the cause 
                For the entire pollution. 
Some more or the other ways they
want to disturb or destroy perfect 
balance of the nature. These are  
tactics, the various types of 
invasions [other types of religions,



even so-called freedom fighters 
and communists] were made. 
These will destroy the originality 
of everything. 
     
Their third question is about the 
‘name’… 
Child answered…. 
“M” 
“Mshar” 
“AUMshar” 
“SHIAUMSHAR” 
“Umashankar.Shiaumshar” 
Their fourth question is about the 
names of father and mother? 



Saththiyainthiraananthar didn’t 
allow me [child] to answer it. He 
said to them firstly welcome the 
child, become friendly with child 
and opens yours hearts and minds 
to the child. Then only child will 
able to share at least the externals.
After this message, they realized 
the seriousness of the child. 
Firstly they had shown their  
medical care center. 
Without any fear child met all the 
types of sick people. 
There were no doctors in the 
center but the ratio of the nature 



[the five elements] were 
maintained perfectly. 
Most the illnesses are caused by 
the failure of the maintenance of 
the ratio of natural elements in the
human anatomy and as well as in 
the surroundings. 
Child realized if anyone destroys 
and even imbalances the ratio of 
the natural elements in and out 
will be terrorist. 
Child had cured sick people who 
were in the state of very serious 
condition, with his healing hands. 



Most of the medical experts had 
realized “nature cure system” in 
their very later stages. But it was 
too late. 
Child mastered his healing career 
based on the “nature cure system 
of complete medicine” form the 
age of five to the age of twelve. 
Now only the child is hearing that, 
in Germany; ‘in their educational 
system they guide the students at 
the age of seven towards to their 
natural talent of students such as 
medicine, technical fields and so 
on”. But in the very ancient period 



onwards in the eastern part of the 
globe the great seekers had these 
types of systems and practices. 
When the child was at the Holiest 
Mt.Kailash may able to absorb the 
feed back control system not only 
in the medical field but also in  
each and every systems too. 
Child was sung set of poems and 
firstly delivered to them [at 
Mt.Kailash]. Later on recently 
translated this poem in Thamilhz 
for the publication on the law-
college magazine.  
 



         Leave it to live 
      **************** 
Blowing air naturally blows  
Speaking air naturally speaks 
Nation, unseen, natural ‘child’ 
Leave the child to dwell, for ever.
      **************** 
Trees, creepers flowering fruits 
Bowing heads think for thee act 
Penance observers, wait for merit 
Leave, trees and creepers to live. 
 
    ******************* 
 
 



Making laws for wasting life-span
Learn to live under thee feet, stand
Rivers and seas asking freedom 
So, stop plot at once for it. 
     ******************* 
Calling earth, land as mother 
But, had put those for an auction 
Want to praise earth land mother 
Don’t divide earth and land. 
     ********************   
Natural child, is spark of God 
Natural child, to blossom naturally
Anyone realizes, nature of nature 
Leave the child of nature, to live.  
      ******************** 



After these poems all the Saadhus 
become so friendly with child. No 
questions didn’t arise from them 
and always were listened the 
silence communication of child 
when ever and where ever it 
radiates.   
They said; if child didn’t like or 
shy to talk, it might have been 
sung songs. Child accepted their 
proposals. Child realized that 
poems are the best formula to 
express or share anything with 
anybody else in brief and it is the 



ancient natural system and style 
too. 
Child felt that the ‘oviyam’ was 
[photo&video] the perfect and 
clear transformation of everything.
 
Wishes to wisdom, creative wise  
Blossoming freshness as flower; 
Kisses to loves ones beings in life; 
Tranquil harmony balance base. 
 
Compassion silence guides thee; 
Grace prevails finally in out 
Heart mind free thou illness end. 
 



Holiest Kailash springs Trinity. 
 
Trinity sources the Inthu base 
Jains blossom a base- Trinity 
Buddhists is the base of Trinity 
Saiva is too originates in Trinity 
 
All three are in ‘Inthu’ –primly 
Jains link in Brahma, 
Buddhists bond of Vishnu 
Saivites entangles with Shiva  
 
Trinity formulated in LINGAM,  
Base structures as Brahma portion
Middle constructs as Vishnu part 



Peak Blossoms as Shiva finally. 
 
Base with middle springs energy 
Both with Peak radiates grace 
Base mother, middle father 
Both blossom as Child in full.  

     
    PEAK- SHIVA-LINGAM-CHILD ----SAIVITES GRACE 
             
 

    MIDDLE-VISHNU-FATHER---BUDDHISTS  ENERGY 
 
            BASE-BRAHMA- MERU-MOTHER---JAINS 
 
Child frames holiest TEMPLE for child [SOUL], WHY? 



Wildness scattered, boldness disappeared, 
Mild approaches secretly imbalances everything, 
Failed, to balance EARTH; so called Temples and Shrines. 
 
All!! Leaders shout freedom! People suffocate!! 
Ball!! Is the final product of game of power? Though 
Wall!! Doubts barrier of everything? Thy 
Shall!! Wall fall!! May all leaders will fall!! 
 
Ball!! LIGHT OF BALL IS ONLY SUN, 
Ball!! Only ENERGY presences for ever, 
Ball!! Springs POWER variations every moment, 
Ball!! Flashes GOALS of everything thy never end. 
 
Ball!! Is not soccer one, where full of gambling, 
Ball!! Is not cricket one, there full of bets? 
Ball!! Is not tennis one, here full of business, ACTUALLY! 
BALL!! LIGHT BALL IS LIGHT BALL OF SUN. 
 
SUN!! Balls as LIGHT on EARTH, where the same 
SUN!! Bats; with oceans, greenly things and elements  
SUN!! Judges entire systems on EARTH, Oh! Wonder!! 
SUN!! Ever blossoms with freshness. 
                ********************* 
While all these poems were sung by the child at Mount Kailash, 
all the masters were questioning about the structure of ball. 
They said “Earth is also in the form of ball”. It is the normal message 
which was informed through out the world up to now. 
  
 
BUT CHILD DISPROVED THE STATEMENT. 



11. Structure Of 
Earth 
Disproval follows:- 
 
Earth’s North- South distance may be 21,000miles. 
Earth’s East- West distance may be the same. 
Earth’s highest point [Mt.Everest] may be at six miles. 
Earth’s radius may be four miles. The measures of highest point and 
radius of the Earth may be ignorable when we compare with the 
distances of the north -south and east- west. Or both measurements 
may be named as thickness [highest + lowest] and it may 
approximately equal to nine or ten miles.  
Earth is not in the form of ball. Shape must be in the form of a coin. 
  
                                              North-south = 21,000 miles [may vary]  
                                              East –west   = 21,000 miles [may vary] 
                                              Thickness    = 10 miles. 
 
Another view of the coin [earth]: - 
         
 
          
  
 
 



 
 
In the sky or space or OUTER SPACE Earth is the only form is 
in the position of “state of very high peak of stability”. 
 
If anything is in the MATTER FORM it will never be in the state of 
mobility. If anything can be in the state of mobile, it should become 
to the form of “LIGHT OR OTHER SUBTLEST WAYS” – Light 
ball or ways of source. 
 
Other forms such as aircrafts and other flights which are man made 
gargets will act only a temporary action in very limited areas.   
 
All the experts [mathematicians, geographies, scientist, technologist, 
saints, sages and other discoverers] had failed to produce the actual 
structure of the earth up to now.  
 
                            ********************** 
 
THAT IS WHY CHILD IS ALWAYS QUESTIONING ABOUT 
THE ENTIRE SYSTEMS OF EDUCATIONS THROUGH OUT 
WORLD. 
                             ********************** 
Most of the present educational systems are in a very high form of 
theories and those too are also only feeding to the head. Below the 
head nothing given and those parts are just functioning like dead. All 
the students are in the state of the worst conditions in and out. There 
is nothing in practice and in all those systems, which are having 
failures of truth. 
 
                             *********************** 



Every student must complete all the types of his or her studies 
including professional educations before eighteen years. They must 
come out with profession, title and job just after completion of their 
age of eighteen years. Then only they will become totally free to face 
their life as well as world too. From the age of eighteen to, up to the 
age of sixty or up to eighty or up to hundred years they can soundly 
enjoy their life as they want. 
Each and every person has more than seventy years of periods freely 
available to enjoy his or her life simply, soundly and perfectly 
without any pains and without harming anything. 
 
                           ************************* 
 
                           
This is the best way to give total and perfect freedom not only to the 
head or brain cells of a student but every person too. 
  
                         *********************    
State must take very serious action about all the types of educational 
systems and there structural and practical process of educations 
without any excuse, arguments and delay. Present educational 
structures and systems should have to be revolute from “A” to “Z”.  
 
 ********************* 
If a student wants to become as in a “particular field”, the student 
must be guided on the particular field from the age of five or three. 
Identification of the field of the student will be decided from various 
types of sources. 
The sources may follow: - 

1. Parents of the student. 
2. Traditional talents of the family tree or background. 



3. Student’s atmosphere. 
4. Student’s natural talents and abilities. 
5. Student’s natural behaviors, habits and characters.  
6. Student’s health of inner and outer structures. 
7. Teacher’s observation on student’s talent. 
8. A genuine priest’s observation on the student where student 

dwells.  
9.  A genuine master or principal observation on student.  
     

                              *********************** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



12. Subjects and
      Classes 
 

CHILD may introduce and forecast the actual, practical and 
theoretical educational systems and process little by little. 
CLASS and SUBJECTS begins now. 
• Newly born baby firstly, directly and simultaneously faces or 

meets without knowing about the followings: - 
 
                          1. LIGHT. 2. SOUND. 3. AIR. 
 

1. LIGHT: -  
       Light is the prime source of the entire VISIONS and 
       PERCEPTION of baby. 
       Education begins at LIGHT. 
       Various types of sources of LIGHT the baby may meet. 

a. Light form an oil-lamp [many types of oils lamps such as coconut 
oil, gingili oil, ghee, sandal oil and so on]. 

b. Light from electricity [various types of bulbs]. 
c. Light from SUN [direct sun light and indirect sun light]. 
d. Light from stars and moon.  



e. Light from fire and flame. 
f. LIGHT illumines within- It is a rare happening within a newly 

born baby.  
      
Without knowing anything, newly born baby experiences the above 
mentioned sources of LIGHT or these sources of LIGHT is 
available to undergo for each and every newly born baby on earth. 
The parents must be very carefully to introduce the source of the 
various types of LIGHT to the baby.  
 
EDUCATON begins here to the parents. 
 
LIGHT from the oil lamp is the best and perfect source to introduce 
the newly born baby. 
 
IT IS THE ONLY LIGHT WILL CREATIVELY SAFEGUARD 
THE STRUCTE OF MIND AND BODY OF THE BABY.  
 AT LEAST THREE TO SIX MONTHS, THE LIGHT FROM AN 
OIL LAMP HAS TO BE EXPERINCED BY CHILD. 
 
Later on other types of light can be introduced to the baby. 
Acceptance and rejection totally depends on baby. 
  
TOTAL PROTECTION OF KNOWN EYES IS THE FIRST 
SUBJECT TO BE LEARNED PRACTICALLY AND  
                             THEORITICALLY. 
 
• Protection of known eyes is very important process that has to 

be observed. 
• Eighty five percentage of energy is wasted through eyes. 

        This energy has to be safeguarded; then only a person may able to 



        maintain perfect physical and mental health.    
• Eye’s inner and outer structures are the main doors of an 

anatomy. 
• Known eyes naturally open and blink. In the state of sleep or 

meditation known eyes are been in the state of rest. 
  

  
a. Protection made by LIGHT. 
 
Light of oil lamp is the perfect solution not only a baby but also to 
anybody which totally solves most of the problems of inner and 
outer structures of persons. 
 
b. Protection made by DARK 
. 
If a person is free or alone:- 
--During that period he or she may able to close the eyes naturally 
  for some period of time. 
  This process is applicable not to a baby but to everybody.  
--During the free period, the person can stay in a dark place or just  
   bind or tie the eyes with thick cloths or with by fingers. 
c. Protection made by neither LIGHT nor DARK. 
It is a middle path solution to the eyes.  
This means; not to be in the light or dark but to be in calm, cool and 
collective atmospheres. 
d. Protection from various types of rays and other sources. 
Form the age of three onwards a baby can study about all the types 
of theories and practical process of LIGHT or SOURCES of 
ENERGY, the inner and outer structure of EYE up to the age of 
seven. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13. UNKNOWN
      EYES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



There are three types of unknown eyes in the human anatomy. 
 
These structures and functions are to be analyzed.  
 
1. Center of the eye brows. 
 

Externally this point [eye] functions as one of the main sense. 
It makes spontaneous or immediate response for any types of 
touches or actions, reactions and counter actions on the external 
and internal area of human anatomy.  
 
Internally this point functions as SECRET DOOR where life-
force may able to leave the form and come back to form. 
Normally this point is named as THIRD EYE. 
 
                 How to protect this point? 
 
a. Place pure yellow sandal powder or red sandal powder.  
b. Place recognized cream of leaves, introduced by the herbical-

experts.  
   These types of cover, can only be externally applicable, to the 
   known eyes [when the eyes are closed] and to the third eyes. 
   In the process of application the anatomy must be in the state 
   of in the state of rest. 
   
c. THIS POINT DOES NOT HAS NATURAL PROTECTION. 

IT IS ALWAYS OPEN. 
A DROP of Sandal oil or other herbical oil can be place on the 
point. 
  

       



2. Top of the head or brain.[Named as fourth eye] 
 

            It has three natural covers. 
 
     a. hair.  b. membrane.  c. bones. 
       This eye is naturally well secured. 
Selected covers may provide additional protection to the fourth 
eye. 
 
Applicable of herbical oil may help to vibrate and function 
perfectly. 
 
Fourth eye externally functions as a door, antana, absorber, 
observer and mediator. 
 
Fourth eye internally functions as the 
a. CENTER of EQULIBRIAM of the anatomy. 
b. SUPPLIER and TRANSFORMER of current through out the 

anatomy. 
c. Thousand petals of LOTUS flower where various types of 

lights and radiations. 
d. FILTER which reforms, revolute and sublimate all the types 

of seen and unseen elements and finally allow and permit 
those elements in to the anatomy. 

e. HEAD of HEADS or LEADERS of the anatomy. 
f. It is the source where nectar springs. 

 
 
 
     
 



3. A very special point sheltered in the main aorta.   
 

It is the fifth eye of the anatomy. 
 
FITH EYE is hidden in the anatomy. It is highly secured. 
Its structure is comparable to the empty space or outer space and 
named as INNER-SPACE.  
 
This FITH EYE which has everything and will supply and 
bestow spontaneously to the anatomy; when ever, where ever 
and what ever the anatomy is in urgent needs.  
 

  HOW TO OPEN? HOW TO MAKE USE OF THOSE EYES-  
  UNKNOWN EYES? HOW TO MAKE THOSE EYES TO  
  FUNCTION?  HOW TO OPERATE THOSE EYES?   

       [THIRD, FOURTH AND FIFTH EYES] 
 
 
Normally and naturally these unknown eyes won’t function. 
There are always in dormancy from the birth onwards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    HOW TO OPEN? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 IT IS A QUESTION FROM TIMEIMEMORIAL AND IT IS  
 A VERY IMPORTANT QUESTION TOO. 
 
For this question CHILD wish to introduce a very special, 
significant STORY and that is true one too.  
THIS STORY IS A DIANAMIC TURNING MARK OR 
TURNIG POINT OF INNER AND OUTER STRUCTURE OF 
CHILD. THIS was shared with CHILD at the age of five by the 
holiest person Saththiyainthiraananthar.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 
            
ACTUAL 
      STORY 
 
 



 
The story follows: - 
 

• Once upon a time, a young and godly person was living in the 
north part of Bharatham [INTHUSTHANN]. 

• Elderly people were put him in marriage life. He did not have 
children. He married again. He decided to leave the city and he 
wanted to live in jungle. He went to jungle alone. Later on, only 
the second wife joined him at jungle. 

• They got a son while they were living in the jungle. 
• Son grows little by little. 
• Son reaches at the age of three. 
•  Sharing, discussions and talks were started between son and 

father at the age of three. 
• There was a huge banyan tree. Under the banyan tree father and 

son drama begins. 
• What ever question when ever asked by the son, the son will be 

chased out of the jungle by father. 
• One day the son asked the father, 

 
        ‘WHAT IS THIS?’  
       [While having, a fruit from banyan tree in his hand]. 
 

• At the age of three, son was first time chased out of the jungle. 
Father strongly told to the little son ‘go alone and asks 
everybody, find the answer and then come back to me’. 



• The little son very hardly went out of the jungle and asked 
everybody ‘what is this?’  Everybody screamingly looked upon 
the little son and said, ‘it is a fruit of banyan tree’.  

• LITTLE SON CAME BACK TO HIS FATHER WITH 
ANSWER AFTER AT THE AGE OF FOUR. 

• During that period how that little son looked after its day to day 
needs; is still in puzzle. 

• ‘Father this is BANYAN FRUIT’ the little son answered. 
•  ‘What is INSIDE the BANYAN FRUIT’? The little son asked 

another question to his father.   Second time the little son was 
chased out of the jungle by his father. 

• Son went out of the jungle and asked everybody; 
 
        ‘WHAT IS INSIDE’?  
 
• Everybody answered differently. 
• The different answers follow: -  

a. “Inside, full of sweet juice is available” 
b. “Inside, full of seeds are available” 
c. “Inside, full of different beings are living” 
d. “Inside, various types of covers are available” 
e. “Inside, various types of solid, liquid and air are presented” 
f. “Inside, life of ‘new banyan tree’ is available”. 

 
The little son came to his father at the AGE OF FIVE and told all the 
types of answers. 
When the little son came back, his mother was missing. But the little 
son did not ask anything. Father said mother is expired. 
There are no different signs found on the little son hearing about his 
mother’s death.   



 
Now father told to the son; 
 
‘OPEN THE FRUIT’ and  
‘FIND OUT WHAT IS INSIDE’. 
  
The little son opened the fruit very carefully and told to his father that 
all the answers are correct.  
 
• The little son collected one SEED out of many, from inside the 

fruit. 
• The little son showing the seed and asking the father;                  

“ WHAT IS IN ” 
• Third time the little son was chased out of the jungle at the age 

of SIX. 
• The little son went to villages, towns and cities asked almost 

well known seekers, thinkers and other various fields of heads. 
• The little son couldn’t find any answers from anybody and he 

came back to his father at the age of  SEVEN. 
• “Father I couldn’t find any answer from anybody”. 
          Father ordered to the son to; 
  
                                    “OPEN THE SEED”. 
 
The little son asked the father  
 
                                    “HOW TO OPEN”?  
 
 Father was guiding the little son to open the seed in to half. 
 



• “WHAT IS IN”; 
 
         Father asked the little son. 
 
• “NOTHING IN” 
 
           The little son said. 
 
• “How can you say nothing in”?  
 
        “How then this huge tree comes out from the smallest seed”? 
  
        “Is it from the source of nothing the huge tree blossoms”?  
 
        “Is it from the ‘nothing’; entirety blossoms”?  
 
         Father questioned to the little son. 
        After these father’s question; 
• The little son was in silence for three years [from the age of 

seven, up to the age of nine]. 
•  Son couldn’t tell to his father ‘go out of the jungle and find out 

the answers’. That is why the little son was in silence. But father 
was failed to realize the ‘state of SILENCE’ of the little son.  

• At the age of nine the little son had broken his silence and very 
seriously questioned his father; 

 

1. “HOW TO OPEN”? 
2. “WHAT IS IN”? 
3. “AM I A FRUIT”? 
4. “AM I A SEED” 



5. “AM I A TREE” 
6. “FROM WHERE AM I”? 
 

While raising all the six types of questions; the little son was 
pin-pointing his both hands towards to his heart. 

• Father was in the state of surprise but he didn’t show it.  
• Father realized that he was going to leave the son permanently 

for ever. He graciously told to his son “go any part of the world 
and find the answers for your questions from anybody” 

• Without any hesitation the little son accepted his father’s kind 
order and left his holiest father, jungle and started his journey at 
the age of NINE traveling everywhere throughout the entire 
parts of the world. 

• The little son came back to the jungle, at the age of twelve 
where his father’s place; without finding any answer from 
anybody throughout the world. 

• THE LITTLE SON FOUND THAT HIS FATHER EXPIRED. 
HE HAD FOUND THAT HIS FATHER HAS APPONTED AN 
ELDERLY LADY ASSISTANT; TO MAINTAIN THE 
JUNGLE RESIDENCE AND LEFT AN IMPORTANAT KEY 
AND VERY SPECIAL MESSAGE FOR HIM. 

• KEY AND MESSAGE WERE WITH THE ELDERLY LADY.
• THE LITTLE SON ASKED THE KEY AND THE MESSAGE 

FROM THE ELDERLY LADY.  
• BUT THE ELDERLY LADY SAID, ‘YOU HAVE TO SERVE 

ME AT LEAST NINE TO TWELVE YEARS’.  
• THE LITTLE SON ACCEPTED THE ORDER; UP TO NINE 

YEARS HE SERVERD AND LOOKED AFTER THE 
ELDERLY LADY VERY WELL. End of nine years the elderly 
lady was fallen sick and passed away. Before her death she  



handed over the KEY and MESSAGE to the little son [at the age 
of twelve]. 

• AT THE AGE OF TWENTY ONE; THE LITTLE SON GOT 
THE KEY AND MESSAGE from the elderly lady.  

• WITH THE HELP OF THE GIVEN KEY AND THE GIVEN 
MESSAGE; WHILE HE WAS OPPENEING ALL THE 
UNKNOWN EYES AND UNKNOWN DOORS AT ONCE; OF
HIS SYSTEM, SPOTANEOUSLY AND 
SYMULTANEOUSLY HE WAS BEING SPARKED IN THE 
STATE OF TOTAL PERFECTION FOR EVER. 

Special note: - ONE 
In this true story or in this very ancient history: - 
 A. There are no EXCUCES between father and son. 
 B. There is no superficial questions raised either son or father; 
     as well as superficial answers answered. 
 C. There is no chance for LOVE between father and son. 
 D. There are no signs of compassion found between father and son. 
 E. There is no question of ownership or possessiveness raised. 
 F. ODER, ACCEPTANCE, SILENCE AND ACTION are only 
     presented totally. 
 
Special note: - TWO.  
                              BANYAN TREE 

A. It is named as “ASWATHTHAM” in an ancient 
unknown script. In the ancient script the banyan 
tree was explained; ‘it is the only tree’ in the 
space, where the additional roots are routing from 
its branches, towards to the earth. 

    Most of the true mediators performed their best 
    actions and discovered many cosmic secrets as 
    well as the secrecies of humanity. 



B. The FIRST MASTER – GURU  
     [THIRUNANTHI THEVAR- 
     THECHCHANMOORTHAM] AND FIRST 
     EIGHT STUDENTS WERE BEING HAD HAD 
      THERE TOTAL SHARINGS THROUGH THE 
     SOURCE OR MEDIAM OF SILENCE.      
C. It is the ‘king of tree’ in the botanical kingdom; 

which captures and scattered miles and miles of 
land area from its original location. 

D. Further  references are available about the tree; in 
the BOOK OF “CHILD”, recently published in 
the website by the auto biographer-child as: - 

  [www.s-s-u-shankarji-cey.com]:- there already had 
   mentioned as ‘ASWATHTHAM is compared with 
  HUMAN-ANATOMY’. 
 

 Special note: - THREE 
 
 “One TRUE and Perfect Person” is enough for the 
                         entire world to balance everything completely and  
                         fully.  
 
 Special note: - FOUR 
 
                         Specially the very ancient Tibetans [Lamas], 
                         Romanians [Catholics], Chinese and other nations 
                         were in search of “one perfect and TRUE  person”.  
                         Still these searches are going on throughout the 
                         entire parts of the world. 
      
                        They [all the types of heads] are trying to create  



                       ‘perfect and TRUE person’ through artificial methods,
                        introducing by through various types of external 
                        forces or artificial keys.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
                       
GIVEN-KEY   
    
   
           

 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 



 
• GIVEN-KEY is belongs to every human-beings. 
• It is available from their birth onwards. 
• But ninety nine point nine percentages of the human-beings are 

ignored their given data as well given key and given message. 
• Given key is called as only the key for NATURAL TEMPLE 

[human anatomy]. 
• KEY is named from time immemorial as: -  

 

“THASA MUKI” OR 
 
“THASA 
MUTHTHIRA” OR 
 
“THASA MUKI 
MUTHTHITHIRA”. 
 



“TEN KEYS ARE IN A ONE BUNCH” 
 

• Actually it is one key.  
• It may be look like ten keys.  
• If it opens one known eye, four unknown eyes and TEN unseen 

doors in the anatomy; one by one, it may be called as ten keys. 
 
• TEN DOORS may follow: - 
 

1. Door of creativeness. 
2. Door of protectiveness. 
3. Door of compassion. 
4. Door of grace. 
5. Door of salvation. 
6. Door of elementation. 
7. Door of soundation. 
8. Door of vibration. 
9. Door of energy. 
10.Door of wisdom. 

 
  
• If ten doors and five eyes open simultaneously and 

spontaneously, it may be called as one key. 
• Once the unseen ten doors and five eyes open at once, it will 

never be closed by anything or any external forces or any 
external sources.  
Opening the unseen eyes and ten doors is named as: - 
 



‘PARI POORNA THEEKSHA’
                       Or  

“THASHA THEEKSHA”  

                             
[TOTAL INITIATION OR  
                       PERFECT BAPTISM] 

For this action and actual transformation; 
anybody can contact or communicate with 
the child [the auto-biographer].  
 
 
Another two types of stories which are very ancient ones; child was 
shared with the holiest Saththiyainthiraananthar during the age of 
five, WISH TO SHAER WITH EVRYBODY. 
 
STORY ONE: - 

16. CAT AND 
      RATS 



 
• There was a huge Boodhe tree near river bank.  
• Under this tree, one cat was meditating daily. 
• One day, the cat was meditating continuously for days and days.
• Cat was dressed with robes, wearing special garlanded and 

having best beetles in his hand for chanting. 
• Around that area, there were lots of rats living. 
• Rats were observing, the actions and behaviors of the cat. 
• One day, all the rats got together and went to see the cat. 
• “Oh! Cat what are you are doing”? 
• “What has happened to you”? 
• “Did you stop killing us”? Asked by all the rats. 
• Cat laughed loudly and said “Don’t disturb me. I am meditating. 

I stopped killings. I have become as a vegetarian.” 
•  Rats again asked “where are you living?”  
• Cat told all the rats “Please come all of you on the full moon 

day. I will show my residence.” 
• All the rats were believed the words of the cat. 
• Following the full moon day, all the rats went to see the cat. 
• Cat was preaching to the rats for long time, finally coming out 

from his meditative position and was calling all the rats to see 
his residence.  

• All the rats went to see the cat’s residence. 
• Residence was wonderfully framed. All the rats were moving 

inside the area of the residence very freely and comfortably. 
• Cat slowly locked the residence’s door and came out. 
• The entire rats were got caught inside the cat’s residence. 
• Cat was telling to the entire rats “here after nobody can leave 

this place. Every day I am going to kill one by one of you all”. 



While listening the cat’s messages, all the rats were in shocked. 
They can’t do anything and they will never come out from the 
plote of cat.  

 
VERY SPECIAL NOTE: - 
 

1. CAT: - 
     
MONK OR SAINT OR PERSON, 
TEACHER OR MASTER OR 
PRINCIPAL OR SO CALLED GURUS 
[FROM IN ANY TYPES OF RELIGIONS
OR FROM ANY TYPES OF HEADS OR 
SO CALLED FREEDOM FIGHTERS] 
 
 
 
2. RATS: - IT REFERS 
  
YONG GIRLS AND STUDENTS IN 
SCHOOL, COLLEGES AND 
UNIVERSITIES. 



 
3. Boodhe Tree. 

It refers; Schools, colleges, universities 
and etc. 

 
 
4.  KILLING 

 
                  IT MEANS HAVING SEX 
 
Child was listened this story at the age of five. 
Child had realized the set up of the entire world and the various types 
of bodies, systems, structures and their functions.  
This is not only the earlier situations of the entire world but also this 
is the present situations too.  
 
                            STORY – TWO.  

17. STONE AND LEAF 
 

• A “Holiest STONE” which is from divine kingdom at the holiest 
mount KAILASH. 

 
• STONE IS FROM TIME IMMEMORIAL. 
 



• A “Holiest LEAF” which too from divine kingdom at the holiest 
mount KAILASH. 

 
• LEAF EVERY DAY BLOSSOMS AND PERISHES AWAY. 
 
Stone and leaf were discussing about there “SECURITY”  
 
Leaf: - “Shall we sign a friendship agreement between us”? 
 
Stone: - “Why?” 
 
Leaf: - “Regarding our SECURITY”. 
 
Stone: - “What SECUEITY”. 
  
Leaf: - “During the period of rainy days, I will come and sit over you.
              During the period of cyclone, you can sit on me”.  
             “Then we will always be together for ever”. 
 
Stone: - “Yes! I am very happy. I accept your peace accord”. 
Leaf: - “I am very happy” 
 
Suddenly a fox arrived at that spot. Fox said to the stone and leaf; 
“I was carefully listening your discussions and went through your 
peace accord. I am not satisfied your discussions and the peace 
accord”. 
 
Stone and Leaf: - “WHY?”  -  Both were questioning the FOX with 
angry. 
 



Fox: - “If rain and cyclone happens simultaneously, what will happen 
to both of you and yours’ so called accord”.   
              
Stone and Leaf were highly worried, an accord was disappeared and 
there were separated and there friendship ended. 
  

VERY SPECIAL NOTE: - 
 

1.1   STONE REFERS, THE HOLIEST LINGAM. 
1.2   LEAF REFERS, A LEAF AT THE 
        HOLIEST.LINGAM. 
1.3 FOX REFRS A DEPLOMAT OR AN 

INTELLEGENT UNIT  
1.4 BUT STILL EVERY DAY AND EVERY NIGHT 

THE HOLIEST TREE produces fresh Leaves. Leaves 
are always with at the holiest LINGAM. 

1.5 Leaf is still requesting the LINGAM About;    

a. security 
b. friendship 
c. peace accord 
d. continuity 
e. Survival and so on. 
 

 



HOLIEST LINGAM IS THE SYMBAL OF 
GOD. 
HOLIEST LEAF IS THE SYMBAL OF 
HUMAN-BEINGS. 
REQUEST IS THE PROCESS OF 
WORSHIP. 
Father and son, cat and rats and stone and leaf stories were absorbed 
by the child from the great soul Saththiyainthiraananthar. 
 

2. SOUND. 
            

• Sound is the most important waves and frequencies that, a newly 
born baby faces. 

• “IM” is the very prime sound that sounds from LIFE of every 
BEING. 

• Known sounds are many in the entire atmospheres and as well 
as within. 

• Unknown sounds are many in the entire structures and in the 
entire systems too. 

• The entire mechanisms, theories, principles, functions, merits 
and demerits of sound; could be studied and realized clearly and 
totally from the age of three to the age of seven. 

• True “Veetham” directly listens from time immemorial. 
 
 
 



 

               LISTEN------  
       HOW TO LISTEN 
 
There was a very ancient STYLE and PRACTICE of “listen” and 
“how to listen” process; CHILD was absorbed from the holiest 
Saththiyainthiraananthar at the age of five. 
CHILD wishes to introduce to everybody openly, to observe those 
processes in their daily life. 
 
Before introducing the STYLE or PRACTICE;  
CHILD likes to share a little story. 
 

18. The little 
       Story 

 
• There was a very simple, humble, lovable and compassionate 

“person” visited to an open place [under a banyan tree]; where 
children below seven years were presented. 

• Teacher or master or principal or guru or head of any sects who 
was carrying a cane in his hand with very hard words controlling 
or commanding or teaching the small children. 



• Teacher or master or principal saw the “person” and told; ‘I am 
unable to teach or control or command these children. It is a 
very difficult process. All these small children are in the state 
restless. There are not listening me’.  

• The “person” smiled and silently called all the small children to 
the ground by his joining hands. He silently sat in the middle of 
a ground. 

• Oh! What a surprise!! All the small children were sitting silently 
around the “person”. This action was going for more than couple 
of hours. 

• The “person” came out from the ground and seated under the 
banyan tree. 

• One by one, all the small children were coming back to the 
banyan tree; in a very rhythmic way and they sat silently and 
restfully. 

• The teacher or master or principal asked the “person”  ‘without 
talking anything with the children; how did you make all the 
changes in all these restless children’. 

• The person called the teacher or master or principal; out the 
children and told “firstly you have to stop shouting. Secondly 
you stop your inner noises and inner sounds. Thirdly you must 
learn how to maintain calm, rest and peace in you. Fourthly you 
throw the cane which is in your hand. Fifthly, what is the 
subject, that you want teach. Sixthly in which way or method 
you want to share the subject with the innocent small children. 
Finally you come in front of all the students or the small 
children”.  

• The “person” left the children and place. 
• But following days, weeks and months the small children were 

in search of the “person”. 



• After couple of months the “person” came back to the spot. 
• All the children were very happy. 
• The “person” took the responsible of all the children. 
• The person started the “process of initial sharing” with the 

children.                 

              Class begins 
          DAY ONE  
 

          SUBJECT -----VISION 
 
The “person” called, all the children and given few instructions; 
 

a. Place: - open place at the greenly ground. 
 

b. Time 1: - Sun rises in the morning. 
Time 2: - Sun sets in the evening. 

   
c. Position 1: - sleeping position. 

                  2: - opened eyes. 
                  3: - strait look towards to the sky. 
  

d. Observation 1: - maintain a ‘maximum eye view range ’ with 
the  

                               state of opened eyes.    
      2: - observe what passes or moves through the  
                               ‘eye range’ 
 



  3: - duration- maximum ten minutes 
                                 minimum five minutes. 
“After finishing the above mentioned process every body must tell 
to me; that what have all you observed. I am waiting for you all, 
under the banyan tree”. 
 
Children were started to observe the given instructions during the 
period of SUN RISES.  
 
Firstly, four children were return after five minutes. 
First four children were seated near to the “person” in silence. They 
didn’t say anything.  
 
Secondly, another four children were return after ten minutes. 
Out of second four children; one was standing near to the “person” 
in the state silence.  
Balance three were seated closer to the “person” with different 
expositions. 
 
FIRST EXPOSITION----TALK 
Out of second four; second was started talking about: - 
1. structures of sky, space, outer space and rare elements 
2. various types of expositions 
 
SECOND EXPOSITION---SONGS 
Third was started singing about: - 
1. praising the “person” 
2. praising space, sky and outer space 
 
THIRD EXPOSITION---DANCE 
 



Fourth was producing or showing lot of signs and actions about: - 
1. motions of the entire particles 
2. actions of the entire beings    
 
The eight children were with the “person” on the day-time fully. 
They observed the same instructions during the period of SUN 
SETS.  
The “person” asked the eight children to stay in the night for further 
observations.  
Children joyfully agreed and they were started to observe the further 
instructions [no time limitation, artificial lights and moon light are 
not presented in the sky, space or outer space during the night 
observation] such as: - 
                                                     OBSERVE: - 

1. Is sky or space or outer space in the state  
    of ‘crystal clarity’ 
 
2. What are the elements presented IN? 
 
3. What is happening “IN”?  
 
4. Is there is any changes or differences 

between day and night observations? 
 

Eight children comfortably observed the instructions through out the 
whole night without any difficulties.  
 
Out of eight children four shared nothing with the “person”. 
The fifth, sixth and seventh were started to share with the “person”. 
 
 



 
     Answers from the fifth one: - 
 
     HEALTH STATE OF EYE 
                                                     

• “Eyes are very comfortable” 
• “Millions of visions are possible in the NIGHT SKY”. 
  
       Answers from the sixth one: - 
     
     HEALTH STATE OF MIND 
 
• “Mind is perfectly in the state of calmness”  
• “Entire nervous systems are soundly functioning”  

 
Answers from the seventh one: - 

 
       PERCEPTION OF IN AND OUT 
 
• “What I have observed in the outer-space, which have been 

observed by me within- INNER SPACE”. 
• “OUTER STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM ARE 

IDENTICALLY SAME OF; THE STRUCTURE AND 
MECHANISM OF INNER-SPACE”.    
 

EIGHTH ONE was always standing beside with the “person” 
didn’t say anything. 
 



Other children were in deep sleep for long time. Even later on; they 
didn’t return to the “person who is waiting for all under the banyan 
tree. They went back to their houses”. 
 
 SPECIAL NOTES TO THE FIRST DAY AND NIGHT 
   
1. VISION LEADS TO Observer to; 
 
a. TALK 
b. SING 
c. DANCE.   
These processes may happen one by one or may happen 
simultaneously. 
 
2. VISION LEADS TO Observer in to; 
 

Complete SILENCE. 
 

3. VISION LEADS TO Observer in to: 
 

Total “ACTION” any moment   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                
 

                            DAY TWO 
  
FOLLOWING DAY; ALL THE CHILDREN INCLUDING THE 
EIGHT CHILDREN WERE PRESENTED UNDER THE 
BANYAN TREE; WHERE THE “PERSON” WAS WAITING 
FOR ALL.  
 

          SUBJECT -- SOUND 
 
The instructions were given to the entire children; may follow: 
 
“Close both eyes by natural way; 
 
Duration: -  Minimum five minutes 
                    Maximum ten minutes”. 
 
Place: - 
a. Under the banyan tree. 
b.  In a cave. 
c.  In any shaded place where there is no artificial light presented. 

 
Time: - 

a. SUN rising moment 
b. SUN sets moment 
c. Any comfortable time. 

 
Position: - Any type of position. 



 
Observation: - Open the both ears: - 

a. perfectly 
b. maximize to extend the listening ability with 

“openness” 
c. Carefully listen from the entire directions.      

 
  

Children were started to observer the above mentioned instructions.  
 
First four children were return after five minutes to the “person”. 
 
First one: - 
was trying to put in words very hardly; about what he had felt, 
experienced, understood and listened in the format of “SOUND”. 
 
                                        SOUND 
  
a. Sound of the life of beings. 
b. Sound of the First VETHA; is not yet written but may able to hear.
c. Sound of hymns which are in a very high form orders and 
    regulations. 
 
Second one: - 
Was trying to put in words very hardly; about what he had felt, 
experienced, understood and listened in the format of “VOICE”. 
 
                                           VOICE 

a. Voice of Life-force. 
b. Voice of Second VETHA; is not yet written but may able to 

hear. 



c. Voice of the unseen natural force and energy.    
 
Third one: - 
 
Was trying to put in words very hardly; about what he had felt, 
experienced, understood and listened in the format of “NOISE”. 
 
                                    NOISE 
 

a. Noise of the entire structures of MIND. 
b. Noise of the third VETHA; is not yet written but may able to 

hear. 
c. Noise of the nature which is not regulated and not in an order 

too.           
 
Fourth one: - 
Was trying to put in words very hardly; about what he had felt, 
experience, understood and listened in the format of “MUSIC”. 
 
                                    MUSIC 
 

a. Music from the external FORMS of beings. 
b. Music of the fourth VETHA; is not yet written but may able to 

hear. 
c. Music of the cosmos which is in a very high form of order and 

in exceptional regulation.    
 

Second four were returned after ten minutes to the “person”. 
 
 
 



 
 
Fifth one: - 
 
Didn’t say anything to the ‘person’ but started to do research on his 
own, that what he had experienced so far [matter, energy, space and 
etc]. 
Later on his researches were completely failed. He lost his entire 
experiences and students. After these happenings, he started to 
worship only the “PURE-SPACE”. [This guidance he had got it from 
the eight one; due to his request].    
  
Sixth one: - 
 
Didn’t say anything to the ‘person’ but started to perform various 
types of rituals [worship, plugging flowers, horma and so on]. 
 
Seventh one: - 
      
Didn’t say anything to the ‘person’ but later on he had started to 
preach to everybody about what he experienced so far. Later on these 
preaching were arranged as human-laws.  
 
Eighth one: - 
 
Was always standing beside to the “person” but this TIME he said 
only ONE-WORD. That was later on named and called as: - 
 

                “VIBRATION”.   
 



The “person” was silently seated under the banyan tree was listening 
their wordings seriously and very carefully too.  
 
Other children again were in deep sleep and later they went back to 
their homes. 
 
VERY SPECIAL NOTES TO SECOND DAY-NIGHT    
                           OBSERVATION 
 

1. Observers may able to hear the permanent messages; which 
were being listened identically same; from time immemorial
by the ancient observers. 

2. Sound transforms the observer naturally. 
3. Sound-observers; the process happens throughout their life-

span.    

3. AIR  
                             DAY- THREE 
 
All the children were presented under the banyan tree; where the 
“person” was waiting for all.  
 

              SUBJECT-AIR 
 
Instructions were given to the entire children: - 
 
Place: - open place and natural ventilations 
    
Condition: - naturally close the eyes and ears simultaneously. 
                     
Duration: - no time limits 



 
Observation: - observe movement, actions, reactions and counter 
                       actions of unseen elements [air]. 
 
All the children were started to observe the instructions. 
Everyone had taken their own time, way and style for the observation
and done their observation independently. 
 
One by one were coming back to the “person” and explaining. 
 
First one: - 
 
Was explaining his experiences; “I am surrounded by millions of 
millions unseen elements which are trying to communicate with me. 
But I have chosen the best for me”. 
 
Second one: - 
 
Was explaining; “When air moves within, I am able to see the unseen 
elements with my open eyes which are blinking like stars and there 
are always in motion [these are named as particles”]. 
 
Third one: - 
 
Was explaining; “I felt when the air move within, there are many 
springs and water falls within and which are always keeping my 
systems in perfect condition” [here doctor and medicine totally 
disappear]. 
 
Fourth one: - 
 



Was explaining; “While air is moving within, I have seen and felt 
various types of power stations, ports, current circuits within, which 
are perfectly arranged in a very high order. These circuits keep me 
always in action moment to moment”. 
 
Fifth one: - 
 
Was explaining; “While air is moving within- there is a vehicle was 
waiting for to receive the air; at the entrance [nose]. The vehicle was 
always opening all the paths clearly during the process of every 
breathing occurrence. After that; air moves within freshly and 
comfortably to its reachable point. Later on the same vehicle is 
moving within; to its original position while air is coming out”. 
 
Sixth one: - 
 
Was explaining; “I felt two vehicles are functioning within. 
In the first vehicle; SOUND travels all over the parts of the form 
during the process of transformation of air. 
 
In the second vehicle; VIBRATION travels all over the parts of the 
form during the process of transformation of air.   
 
Seventh one: - 
 
Was explaining; “I am able to smell various types of fragrances. 
These are always naturally calling me or pulling me out; form my 
anatomy. These have taken me to the original sources; where those 
fragrances originate”. 
 
 



 
 
Eighth one: - 
 
Was always standing beside the ‘person’ and again uttered one word; 

It is later on named and called as “BREATHING”. 
This time the “person” asked for clarification from the eight one 
about the one word. 
“My whole system of in and out- each and every particles of my 
structure are breathing.  
There is no special door-Norse for the air to enter in to the structure. 
Every atom in my structure - the external cover [the entire structure 
of skin] of my anatomy - is having millions of doors; where the air 
enters through these doors into my systems. 
Air which that enters in my systems; completely absorbed and 
transformed spontaneously within towards to the Energy Center and 
there is no wastage and never comes out from my structure again”.  
 

It is a peculiar breathing that happens out of;
once in trillions of trillions. This breathing 
must be bestowed and only blessed by 
DIVINE. This may be later on called and 
named as “born breathing” by the very 
ancient script.  
Note: - 



If this type of breathing happens; the 
observer can travel any part of the outer 
space.  
 
Other new two children were presented with the person and both 
were maintaining silence. 
 
The other entire children’s words and sayings were blossomed as 
praising hymns of Divine. 
 
After third day; first session of the class was over. 
Ten children were always trying to have contacts with the “person”.  
Other children were back to their homes and they love to 
communicate with the “person” too.  
            
Brief of the first session: - 
 

1. Light 
2. Sound 
3. Air 

 
 VERY SPECIAL NOTE: -  
 
“PERSON” is – a moving shrine & a moving temple [of god] too. 
 
Twenty one days and nights interval was given to the children. 
The “person” said to the children, ‘next meet; your are coming with 
little water and hand full of sand from your places where ever you 
dwell’  



 
During the period of interval; the children had clearly, completely, 
practically and theoretically observed, researched and experimented 
about light, sound and air.  
   
After the interval [21+3=24days]; all the children were presented 
under banyan tree from all over the parts of the world. 
The “person” was already waiting for the children.  
 

Second session of the class begins; 
 
Out of the entire children; “the ten children” didn’t bring anything. 
But others brought sand and water. 
The “person” was firstly observing the various types of the collection 
sand.  
The “person” asked the children to categorize the various types of 
sand.  
They classified in to twelve varieties. 
 
1. Sand from river [beds].  
2. Sand form fertile garden. 
3. Sand from paddy field [clay]. 
4. Sand from jungle. 
5. Sand from desert. 
6. Sand from sea-sore. 
7. Sand from mountain. 
8. Sand from lake. 
9. Sand from ice-land. 
10. Sand from bush. 
11. Sand from well [deep well] 



12. Sand from valley 
 
The “person” questioned all the children, ‘what is the meaning of all 
these divisions’. 
All the children were maintaining silence for long time. 
Anybody didn’t answer for the question. 
 
“These are the difference types [twelve or may be more] of land area 
where people may able to dwell on earth. 
  
BUT SO FAR - SPECIALY THAMILHZ HISTORIANS; WERE 
CATEGORIZED - LAND AREA AND CULTURES IN TO FIVE 
TYPES [lands from; paddy-field, desert, jungle, mountain and sea].  
THIS CLASSIFICATION IS COMPLETELY WRONG. 
 
Different patterns of people who live in different land area  
differs in: - 
 

1. Structures. 
2. Habits. 
3. Atmosphere. 
4. Visions. 
5.  Sound. 
6. Air. 
7. Living styles 
8. Cultures and etc” said by the ‘person’.  
 
The ‘person’ asked the ‘ten children’, why you didn’t bring the 
sand and water? 
 
They said; 



 
1. ‘We don’t know how to collect ‘sand as it is’ and do not have any 

vessel to collect ‘water as it is’. 

2. We felt that we are the 
            Sand and land 
           [Given data – Human 
                                  Anatomy]. 
3. We further felt that; clean 
            and holy water [nectar]; 
            this springs within.  
            We don’t know how to  
            take it out’. 
 

General note: - 
[Very ancient time; collection of water is a very difficult 
process. Collection of sand is too very difficult.  
[To collect as it is]. 

    
Other children brought the sand in their hands. 
They have collected water from various types of vessels such as 
empty coconut covers and various types of dry fruits covers. 



   
The ‘person’ called all the children to classify the collected water. 
 
All the children were surprised. 
 
But silently they accepted the order. 
 
They were opening the water vessel one by one. 
 
 
They were observed following methods: - 
 

1.  Colors: - are many  
2.  Fragrances: - are vary  
3.  Quantity [time of collection and time of observation] : - vessel 

to vessel differs 
4.  Quality: - vessel to vessel it changes. 
5.  Density: - vessel to differs 
6.  Touch: - has tremendous differences  
7.  Taste: - are many 
8.  Temperature: - each one has difference 
9.  Action to the atmosphere: every vessel has changes.  
10. Usage: - the entire vessels can’t use.  
11. Elements: - there are no similarities found.  
12. Structures: - all are not identically same. 
 
The “person” said 

• All of your observations are based in usual formats; which the 
so called scientists were being performed from long time 
onwards. Even the same processes are going on at present too in 
the format or formula of “H2O”.  



• But actually water is not in the formula and vessel.    

• WATER IS ENTAGLED WITH AIR. 
• PURE WATER IS VERY SUBTLE 

FORM TOO.  
 
    EXAMPLES: -  

 
WATER IS HIDEN IN THE FORM OF 

KNOWN CLOUDS [AIR FORMAT 
IS IN THE SKY]. 

 
WATER IS TOGETHER WITH 

UNKNOWN AND UNSEEN AIR; 
[DURING THE PERIOD OF COLD 
CLIMATE] WHICH CAN ONLY BE 
FELT DURING THE PROCESS OF 
BRATHING BY THE TRUE 
OBSERVER.  

 



“HOLY WATER” [NECTAR] IS 
HIDEN IN LIFE-FORCE [PRAHNA]
WITHIN AND OUT. This is very 
difficult to explain and prove it. 

 
After hearing of this dynamic message; all the children were 
screaming and been stunt.  
They couldn’t say anything.  
  
First and second session was analyzing with: - 
Light. 
Sound. 
Air. 
Water. 
Sand. 

   
So far all the religions, philosophers, theologists, scientists and 
seekers were discovered announced about “five basic elements” in 
the entirety; named as: - 
 

Sky. [Sound]. 
Light. 
Air. 
Water. 
Sand.   

     
THE “PERSON” said that; actually in totality; there is only 
  



ONE ELEMENT which 

 
 Permanently blossoms without any changes for ever- that is named 
as: - 
 

 “PURE-EMPTYNESS”.   
 
• The above mentioned five basic elements; which are changeable 

from one to another. 
• That is why these classifications of “five basic elements” are 

completely irrelevant. Most of the prime educational systems 
were based on the “five basic elements” so far.  

• ‘Five basic elements’ are in “PURE-EMPTYNESS”. 
• The entire elements and entire beings are presented and being   

blossomed for ever; within “PURE-EMPTYNESS”. 
• They and there are always in motions and moment to moment    

undergo in changes naturally within “PURE-EMPTYNESS”.  
Second session of class had become to an end. 
He told all the children; ‘you can go back to your houses and may 
have perfect rest’.  
Third session may begin when ever you need to learn. 
I am ever waiting for you all under banyan tree. 
 
Following day all the children were presented. 
• Children were observing silence. 
• The “person” too was in silence. 



• Every day; ‘silence’ observation was going on for a long period 
of time. 

• Children were growing silently. 
• Children were learning everything silently. 
•  There were no subjects, no questions, no 

answers but children were learning or in better words may 

be called as: -     “LIVING”. 
  
Before the age of twelve; all the children were become as the 
“person”. 

Only ten children were completed “silent observations” before 
the age of nine. 
After the person’s compassionate instructions and guidance; 

The ten children; moved in to ten directions [east, 
south-east, south, south-west, west, north-west, north, north-east, 
center of earth and center the sky]. 

• Ten children are being at the doors of ten directions 
for ever. 

• Ten directions are with doors and locks. 



• External ten doors and locks are in cosmos from 

time-immemorial. 
• Every day; ten doors will be opened three hours before 

SUN rises and will be closed during the moment of 

SUN rises by the ten CHILDREN. 
• Keys of external doors are with ten children. 
• Earth is highly protected by the ten children. 
• Entire beings are protected too by ten children.   
• Later on ten children; were named and as DEITIES.

Other children were being blossomed and named as DEVAS; 
and they are being for ever in cosmos.  

                 Ten children details may follow: - 
 

 “I”…for... UNSEEN POSITVE RAYS AND 

               WAVES from east [very healthy rays and 
                                                               waves]. 

 “A”...for…UNSEEN BURNING FORCE 
               from south-east. 

 “Y”…for…UNSEEN JUSTCE from south. 

 “N”…..for…UNSEEN MOTION OR 



                 ACTION OR DANCE which 

                          SOUNDLY BALANCES 
                 ENTIRETY from south-west. 

 “V”…..for…UNSEEN COOLING FORCE from 
west. 

 “M”….for…UNSEEN FORCE OF LIFE from 
                          North-west. 

 “K”…..for…UNSEEN WEALTH OF 

                 EARTH from north. 

 “E”…..for…SPECIAL PATH BLOSSOMS 
                  from north-east. 

 “B” ….for…KNOWN BASE --- Earth. 

10. “S”….for…KNOWN ROOF---Sky.  

From time-immemorial: -  

19. ACTUAL 
      NEWS 

Were being listened and absorbed by the humanity from; 



Ten directions by the help of TEN CHILDREN-
DETIES and devas. 
Special note: -1. 
• Present days; so many reporters and highly complicated 

electronic equipments are available. But no actual news are not 
yet being highlighted and announced. 

• In English language; the word “news” derived from 

four directions such as north, east, west and 

south. News too collected and announced from the biased 
reporters. 

• These types of news have no benefits for nature as well as 
beings too.        

Special note: -2. 
 

SILENCE OBSERVATIONS, 
SILENCE TRANSFORMATIONS, 
SILENCE ABSORPTIONS, 
SILENCE SHARINGS,      
SILENCE GUIDANCE'S.  
SILENCE INSTRUCTIONS WERE HAPPENED BETWEEN 

THE “PERSON” AND CHILDREN VERY SACREDLY AND 
SECRETLY. 

The “person” had shown the external, internal doors and keys to all 
the children fruitfully. 

  
************************************************* 



“Person” was and is the only ‘DIVINE PERSONALITY’ 
for ever; WHO BLOSSOMS FOR EVER.  
Later on named and called as: - 
 

       “DIVINE MASTER”. 
 

   ************************************************** 
 

Earlier ‘Teacher’ who is with children and 
stick [may be with trizool] was being later on named 
and called as: ------  
 

                     DANCE OF SHIVA. 
 
 ******************************* 
In a very ancient “EASTERN SCRIPT”; ten divine members 
mentioned who are being administrating ENTIRTY form time-
immemorial. 
Divine members names may follow: - 
 

Creator……………………Brahma 
protector………………….Vishnu 
Compassionator…………..Dance of Shiva. 
Gracier……………………Eshwarar. 
Salvator…………………...Sathashivarar. 
Elementator……………….Arththanareeswarar. 



Energizer………………….SuththaShakthi. 
Sounder…………………...Shapththa. 
Vibrator……………………Naatha. 

0. Silencier ………..DIVINE MASTER. 
 

Divine Master arranged not only ten children but nine 

divine members too for to perform respected “Divine 
Tasks”. 
“Divine tasks”; 
 
 Happen: - 
 
1. in TOTALITY. 
2. in PART. 
3. in every-BEING.  
  6                         7                          8                                                     

4   2 
                              3 
 



Ten children are---in ten directions; performing TASKS [global 
view]. 
 
Special Note: -1. 
 
After a very long period of time; Ten Commandments was framed by 
[Moses-The first king in the Old Testament] western thinkers. 
“WESTERN SCRIPT”-Ten Commandments strictly framed for 
forces and troops. Later on; these were implemented on mass or made 
as public as “law” 
The Ten Commandments may follow: - 
 
1. Abnormal sex [lesbian and gay].  
2. Occult activities.   
3. Abuse of Tongue. 
4. Misuse of power. 
5. Fear/worry. 
6. Un-Forgiveness. 
7. Demonic Symbol. 
8. Tattoos. 
9. Misguidance. 
10. Imitations. 
 
Special Note: -2 
 
• Ten Commandments framed; were based on human behaviors 

and habits. 
• Ten Commandments may be the first ‘human law’ from the 

“western script”. 
• Western thinkers, seekers and discoverers had failed to bring the 

observation of “ENTIRTY”.  



• Westerns or Europeans or Arabians or any nations throughout 

the world; are still struggling to frame “law” for 
humanity. 

• All the heads of Nations or Religious institutions or other heads 
were completely failed to listen and observe NATURE. 

• EMBRACING THE ENTIRE 
BEINGS; IS ‘IMPORTANT 
ACT’ IN HUMAN-LIFE.     

• Present laws throughout the world; was 
playing with words, wastage of human 
precious lifetime, wastage of money and 
suffocations in the life-period. 

Special note: -3  
CHILD HUMBLY REQUESTS THE ENTIRE HEADS 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD: “BRING THE WORLD AND 
HUMANITY UNDER ONE FRAME OR ONE SHETER” 
If that fails; 

“The PERSON” who is always in Silence; 
Will come out;  
With SILENCE; 
 And 



 BALANCE EVERYTHING; 
Throughout the world; 
In any moment.  
Special Note: - 4        
 
Mathematicians discovered and announced; ‘there are only ten 
independent numbers available’[0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9].  
• Actually ZERO is INDEPENDENT. 
• ZERO is not number. 
• ZERO is “TOTALITY or PERFECTION or FULLNESS”. 
 
Special Note: - 5 
 

In the Buddhist concepts: - 
  
Numbers five and eight are played important part.  
Lord Buddha and monks were compared with King and troops. 

He framed the orders and paths; strictly to 
troops and forces. 
Later on these were implemented to mass or public 
as religious law and state law too. 
 
Which may follow: -  
 

1. Five orders. [‘Pancha Sheela’]. 



 
*   SHEELA means; is maintaining of perfect purity or observing 
     very high ORDER. 
 
 
• During the time of Buddha; he mentioned, five types of main 

rivers as: -  
                     1. Sindhu 
                     2. Bramapuththira 
                     3. Karneli [main branch of Ganges] 
                     4. Gowthari  
                     5. Sutlej  

Rivers of purity ‘is still springing from the HOLIEST 
peak of Himalayas. 
• Buddha was highly worried about ‘How to maintain 

the purity as it is’ at his time. 

• Buddha was perfectly observed “NATURE as it is”. 
• But very later period; thinkers, philosophers, rulers, 

psychologists and others; in the “concept of 
Buddhism”; were framed as law of: - 

                        a. truthfulness. 
                        b. honesty. 
                        c. family-life [not observe abnormal 
                                                                        sex]. 



                      d. Drink pure water [non-alcoholic
                                                                         or formulated water] 

                      e. non-killing [AKIMSHA]  
     for human-beings. 

Constitution of Bharatham or Hindustan based and named 

as and on “PANCHA SHEELA” from not only the 

period of Mahaveera, Buddha, but from 
Mahatmagadhi’s period and still now too.                    
 
3. Eight noble paths [‘Atta Marga’]. 
         [May be ten-thasa marga] 
    These paths are totally based on “POSITIVE”. 
   a. Best effort 
   b. Perfect thinking 
   c. Best source of springs   
   d. Superb perfection  
   e. Sound conduct 
   f. High regulation of mind  
   g. Action of spontaneous ness  
   h. Permanent practice 



***************************** 
   i. Maximum aim 
   j. Complete life 
 
**************************** 
    

• The “person” and children were met only three 
days and three nights. 

• CHILDREN completed “FULL SESSION” 
during the period. 

• CHILDREN are ever blossoming and performing 

their tasks for ever permanently. 

• “Person” is always under Banyan tree in 

DIVINE SILENCE. 

• Very later period; BANYAN TREE, 

“PERSON” and CHILDREN were 
named and called from time-immemorial as: - 

 
 
 



 
 

1. SCHOOL OF 
         PURE-PERCEPTION. 
2. FIRST MASTER-DIVINE
         MASTER. 
3. FIRST CHILDREN [first 
      Students]. 

 

Very later period; most of these sharing and 
teachings were taken part by part; by the 

seekers, rulers and other 
power hungers from all over the parts of the 
world and taken back to their nations.         
 
 
 
 



SPECIAL NOTE: - 

 If anyone is actually in urge to share 
anything may able to meet the 

“person”. 
          . 
*****************************************************       
 
• All these sharing happened between auto-biographer [child] and 

the holiest Saththiyainthiraananthar. 
 
 
• One day the holiest Saththiyainthiraananthar came with a very 

elderly man; who was dressed with white uniform, spectacle, 
very long hair from the face and white cap when the child [auto-
biographer] was at the age of seven. “The man is the great 

Subas-chandra-bose or called as 

Nethaagi [actually Nethaaji passed away may be 
after the year of 1979 not during the period of second world-
war. Nethaaji was participated at the last rites and respect to 
Vineobabaji in the year 1979.]”. He shared his best experiences 
with child.     

• Subash was telling a story of: -  

       “A very ancient emperor”. 



• Child will never forget the Emperor’s 
story. 

• Child wishes to share the story with every one. 

• Child is having sound and perfect 
history and dynamic 
background.    

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    EMPEROR 
 
 
 
 
 



Once upon a time a king lived on the earth. He was 
dedicated to people, nature and 
beings. Due to his inner-qualities; 
he has become as the only 
emperor in the world. 
    
Other kings; from all over the parts of world; were jealous of the 
emperor. They got together and fought against the emperor several 
times. They couldn’t succeed. All their efforts were completely 
failed.  
 
All the kings finally went to the emperor’s palace. They were asking 
apologize for their actions.  
 
Emperor was in silence. Emperor received all the kings from all over 
the parts of the world gave all the comforts to them. All the kings 
were gone back to their nations. 
 
All the kings were secretly met each other and were trying to make 
plot against the Emperor. 
 

One day all the kings invited the Emperor to a common 
plat-form. 



 
Emperor accepted the invitation    
 
All the kings were waiting for the Emperor where the common plat-
form was wonderfully arranged. Over thousands of thousands troops 
and forces were guarding the arranged place who were belongs to the 
kings. All the kings were waiting for the arrival of the Emperor. 

Emperor was arrived the 
place with single body-
guard. 
 
All the kings were surprised; because the Emperor came only with a 
single “person”. All kings were internally very happy and they felt 
their plot was going to success. 
 

Emperor seated middle of 
the arranged plat-form. 
Single “person” was 



seated next to the 
Emperor. 
 

All the kings were taking about their 
arranged peace-accord with Emperor.  
Emperor was silently listened their peace 
accord. He didn’t say anything. 
 

Suddenly there was an arrow 
aimed towards to the Emperor. 

The  
“Person” spontaneously 
caught the arrow which 
was seriously targeted to 
the Emperor and the 



“Person” was looking the 
face of the Emperor for 
the next action. 
 

Emperor was closed his 
eyes and started to 
meditate. 

Within a couple minutes the “Person” used 
his powers and captured all the kings and 
thousands of troops.  . 
 
Emperor has taken all the kings and other entire forces to his palace. 
Emperor didn’t punish them and even didn’t allow them to return 
their country because people heard about this action. People were 
very angry on all the kings and their forces. 
 
Again Emperor had given all the comforts not only to the kings but 
the entire forces and troops too. 
 



Forces had quickly realized the Emperor. 
 
Again all the kings were working against the Emperor at the 
Emperor’s palace. 
 
Forces and troops were left the entire kings.  
 
One by one all the kings met the Emperor and were asking so many 

questions. Emperor didn’t speak 
anything. 
This was the way that they harassed the Emperor 
psychologically daily.  
 
One day all the kings were got together, met Emperor, and were 

asking: - 1.   “We want your palace”. 
               2.    “We want your seat”. 
 
One king was tactfully seated on the Emperor’s seat. 
    

Emperor left the palace peacefully and 
silently. 
 



Emperor was just walking on the road. He found a huge 
banyan tree and he was staying there. His body guard-“the 
person” already was staying under the banyan tree too. 
 

After couple of months Emperor and the “person” went 
back to the palace.  

Nobody was there. All kings were fought each 

other for “supremacy” or 
‘supreme’ and all were dead. 
 
Earlier the 

Emperor asked all kings “give me 
one out of all of you. I will hand 
over everything”. 
All the kings were unable to find or select one out of them due to 

their pride, prejudice, jealousy, failure of unity 
and etc.  
Troops and forces clearly realized the Emperor and they obeyed the 

“silence command of the Emperor” and they went 
back to their nations. 



They were very carefully and sincerely 
looking after their nations and people. 
       
********************************* 
There were two question raised by the child; 
 
Question 1. 

“How does the ‘person’ [divine guard of emperor] capture all the 
kings [nine hundred and ninety nine] and all troops and forces 
[999x1000]?”  Each king had thousands of members.   
Two types of answers were given: - 
 

The “person” is always with very high form of 

RADIATION of light, vibration and sound 
in his full form [mainly all radiations sparked through eyes 
and finger-tips]. 

        He used all the powers of radiations spontaneously. 

        All troops and forces were in the state of 
    Substance. 
    All of them were obeyed the order of person without any 
       objection. 

       In present days psychologists are still having 



       in search and research of practical process of the act of 

“substance”.  
           So called supper countries [U.S.A and Russia] used the term 

           as: - “cold war” during the period of year1950s to 1970.
     

This method is the 
perfect defense 
technique and system 
was used very ancient 
time by the Emperor to 
bring the whole world 
under ONE SHELTER. 
 
    



All kings [nine hundred and ninety nine] were very closely 

seated “the dynamic radiations of 
the person” fainted.  
They were unable bear the radiation.  

        Most of these high-forms of subtlest techniques presently not 
        yet found throughout the world. 
  Immediately forces [nine hundred and nine] who were inside 
     the hall; raised their arrows against the “person” and the 
     Emperor who was in meditation. 

     This time the “person” removed his external 

   cover-cloth which limits full 
vibration and radiation 
of rays those originate 
from his inner-energy 
center.  
Within couple of seconds sparked very subtle rays to them and 
they too fainted. 
  



CHILD is perfectly realized the Emperor, 
“Person”, story and the actual powers on the 
process. 
 
Question 2.  
 
How to choose or select or identify an Emperor [inner 
qualities] in the world? Is it through birth? Is it by tradition? Is 
it by action? Is it from any palaces?      
Nethaaji told another little story. 
Story is named from time-immemorial as: - 
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DAM & CHILD
 
  
 
  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



From time-immemorial; whole world is being in search of 

“One personality”- 

 “One person” - 
‘One’ who has to be in the state of new for 

ever. He belongs to the entire beings for ever. 
He may be called as ‘Emperor’ or ‘Ascetic’. 
 

There was a child; who was living in this wonderful 
world before thousands of thousands years. 

One day; the child [at the age of nine] was playing with 

other children in a ground. Banyan tree which is the 

main link to bring divine messages; located near 
the ground.   
Suddenly the child left ground. 

Child was just observing the sunset. 
After couple of minutes; 



Child was walking alone towards to a dam. 

Dam located between huge mountains. 

Child has seen there was a little hole on the lower part of 
the wall of the dam where water was leaking. 

Child has seen that the hole was enlarging little by little. 

Child felt if the dam broken, all the structures of 
nations would be washed out. 

Child went closer to the hole of dam and seated near 
the hole and was blocking the hole firstly with his hands. 

But child couldn’t stop leaking water. 

Finally child blocked the hole of the dam; with the 
help of his whole-structure and seated with the hole during the 
period of whole night. 

Child was truly succeeded to block hole spontaneously.    

Other children, parents of the child, entire people of the 

area and others were in search of the child throughout the 
whole night. 

All were able to find the child; following day morning. 



Child was seated near the hole of the dam. 

Child was actually in the state of ‘iced form’ due to the 
effect of the cold water of the dam. 
All the experts were arrived at the spot and used perfect 

technology and rectify the damage of the dam and 

safeguarded the child. 
 
Special notes: - 
A.1.Child soundly observed sun-set and 
absorbed the message. 

A.2.Child had forgotten his life, parents and others. 

A.3.Child was totally dedicated to the actions and 
spontaneously was in action and done it. 

A.4.Child safeguarded not only the nation but the 
whole world too.  

5. Because the DAM and the Mountain are the 

actual center of the whole-world. 



A.6. If center damages; the whole world will fall in 
disaster.  

A.7.Child felt this and acted spontaneously. 
 

Leaders were arrived from all over the parts of the world 

and met the Child. 
They have realized the “inner qualities” of  

the child may follow: -  
B. 

1. Sound observations. 
2. Spontaneous actions. 
3. Total dedication. 
4. Complete scarifications. 
5. Realizing permanent link 
    between inner-space and 
    Outer-space. 
5. Absorbing guidance's directly 



    only from TRUTH-GOD. 
6. Always in ACTION moment 
    to moment. 
7. Silence command to the 
    natural elements.  
       

Palaces, traditions and other 
present systems are not the deciding factors of the 

inner qualities. 
All the leaders from all the sects 

throughout the world were made the CHILD as not only 

an EMPEROR but too an 

ASCETIC.  
*********************************************** 
 
Additional note: - 



 
 Historians, seekers and others are not only in 
search of “person” or “one personality” but also are 

being in search of “Holy land” or 

“Eden garden” or “Land of 
Adam and Eve”.  
 
There is a peculiar 

 DAM or BRIDGE is naturally 

framed and located between Bharatham and 

Lankapuram. 
 
 



The BRIDGE was earlier named as 

“RAM-
BRIDGE” and later on was named 

and called as  

“ADAM-
BRIDGE”. 

  
This bridge is presently available and may able to see with 
normal eye. It is located in under the Indian Ocean.  
In some period of a year; the water level may be very low. 
During that period, anybody can walk on the bridge or cross 
over the bridge. 
This bridge is located between in the area of: - 
Rameshwaram- Thanushkoodhi and ThalaiMannar. 
 
 



During the period of 
• “Skanthapurana”; Muruga pull 

out the prisoners [so called Brahmins] 

through this bridge. 
• During the period of 

“Ramayana”; Ram and his 

battalions walked through this 

bridge and landed in to Lankapuram. 

•  During the time of Moses; he had 

        traced out his ancestors and had pulled out  

        his prisoners through this bridge. 
 
 
 



These are the main reasons; this land [Lanka] is called as: - 

“Slaves of Islands”. [Lanka] 

It is holy land but all had made as “Slaves of 
Island”. 
This is the actual history of the land [Lanka] which had made 

very serious impact on the “child’s” biography. 
 
************************************************* 

Slavery: - 
Very ancient period slavery was decided only by torturing 
[physically or mentally or sexually] individuals or groups and 
got the merits or works from them as maximum as possible.    
  

Presently “slavery” is being going on and decided 
by very sophisticated methods, process and ways which may 
follow: - 

1. Aspects of concept-ional systems: - It 
may attractively and seriously feed the “total structure of 
mind”; but it will totally destroy ‘human-anatomy’ which 



is the nature’s gift. This destruction would be never 
recoverable.   

2. Educational systems: - It may spend and 
occupy the precious life-time; but all these new and old 
process will deviate actual living and being made high 
form of complications.   

3. Technological equips: - It may highlight 
and transfer actions and perceptions of happenings as it 

is; but interpretations or 

verbalizations will make everything in to 
upside-down.     

4. Acts of Spirits: - It may guide to absorb 
energy and power through short cuts ways; but quickly 
will collapse, finally will fall and end in complete 
disaster. These actions will sup-rise and destroy the total 
structure of NATURE.      

5. In the name of Culture: - It is the worst artificial 
introductions; which damages the entire human-structure 
and systems. 

6. In the name of Civilization: - It is the biggest 
yoke so far announced by all the leaders throughout the 
world. 



7. In the name of Freedom: - 

Domination is going on from time-
immemorial in all the directions. 

    “Free” from “Domination”; is the 
      best action; which leads everybody; to the state of  

     ‘Non-slavery’.  

8. In the name of Social: - most of the businesses 
[including very ancient business such as sex and 
prostitution] are going on from time-immemorial. 

9. In the name of Religious practices: -  

Religion is being used from time-immemorial 

as one of the most important SHIELD. 
    



All the types of rulers and leaders in the entire sections 
throughout the world are being seated under this 

Shield and doing all 

the types of actions. This   practices and 

shield are the worst subtlest slavery 
planted. 
 

10. In the name of language and land issues 
     and etc: - 
      All the leaders, rulers and the other heads of sects are 
      the possessor of land. They talk about 

socialism, capitalism and all the 
types of principles and philosophies.     

   They were refusing to issue at least a little plot of land 
   to the people; from time-immemorial; throughout the world.

Wheat flour is from the capitalistic country 

which is the only lower price food. But 



all the socialist leaders and 

socialistic thinkers [so called 

communists and freedom-
fighters] always work against 

capitalistic country from long time ago. 
What foolish act? Their acts are completely contradicted. How 
tactfully they are cheating mass. 
  
    

   All these leaders, rulers and other heads of all
   the sects were being claimed and declared that their 

   Language is the only Language  for used various types of correspondences and 
   communications.      
 



Land and Language issues are caused for 
the entire suffocative problems to the people throughout the 
world.  
 
These ten aspects are the serious and main causes of 

slavery. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

* During the period of king 
Ashoka; the follower of Lord 
Buddha; the Mahindha walked 

through on the RAM BRIDGE with the 



“holy branch of Boodhe 
tree from Buddha Gaya”   
and his seven hundred subordinates and landed in 
Lankapuram. 
   
Not only; was the ancient story of 

RAMAYANAM written in the 

HOLY LAND [between Bharatham and 
Lankapuram] but also the  

“OLD-TESTAMENT”.  
Earlier historians thought; Kashmir may be the Holy Land. 
But later on they had decided it must be Lankapuram with 
clear evidences such as: - 

Lankapuram is in the form of fruit [mango or apple]. 

• In the Shivapuranam; a 

“FRUIT” [may be mango or fruit of knowledge or 
fruit of wisdom or fruit of HOLY LAND] has decided the 

next kin or next prince or 



next emperor or next 
succeeds one between two brothers 
[Ganesha and Muruga]. 

 
************************************************* 

• From time-immemorial; in a family, in a 

country, in the world, in the 

religious sects, in a 

monarchy, in the political 
fields or in any sects; are 
unnecessarily and unwontedly worrying about 

“how to select or 
choose next kin or …?” 



• This question or the answer causes and produces most of the 

problems and wars everywhere. 

• Due to this types of; choose and selective 
process all the types of 
relationships were 

fragmented.          

• There are many types of colors available in the 
nature. Colors, actions and moments of nature are in an 

Order of Supreme, in the command of 

Highness. Due to these arrangements; 
nature is in “perfect obit” and nature is not 
fragmentated. 

 



• E.g.: - Observation of banyan tree from seed 
to its full-form is needed.  

Seed—brown color 

Root—white turns in to, light gold color and finally turn 
                    in to brown color. 

Main part of the tree—brown color. 

Leaves—initially grows as gold color turns in to green 
and falls as yellow color. 

Fruits—primly blossoms as white color, turn in to green 
                      and drops as golden color. 

Color changes of the tree are natural 
happenings called and named as growth or 
changes. 

Human-system or human race; 

no growth internally and 
externally but unwontedly produces 
and shows colors. 



Absence of observations of 

very high orders, at the same time 

simple order and 

beautiful order of 

nature; causes the fragmentation in the human 
race. 

Too many spins, twits and nets are 

framed artificially; which refuses
the process of pragmatics of 

actual life and living.    
 
*******************************************************  

“FRUIT”-[Lankapuram…Kathirkamam] 
       Who ever who finds the fruit or possesses the fruit; he 



       will become as the next…..    

• In the Old-Testament; 
a “FRUIT” [fruit of sex or a fruit of a tree or 
fruit of merits] was mentioned which decides the next ….. 

But here; having of fruit 
or sex is not permitted. 
But Adam and Eve had 
it.  
Old-Testament 

had begun; from after 
having the “FRUIT”.    

All the types of climatically conditions are available within 
short distances. 

Various types of fertile lands are available. 



Various types of quarts-stones rocks and mountains located.
Various types of hot springs are available. 
Peculiar minerals are available. 
Natural elements are in well balanced ratio and so on. 
 
         

Very Special Note: - 
In the name freedom and 

civilization; 

All inventors were landed in 

Lankapuram and they had put all the types of 

dust and dirt in the form of so called dream 

scripts, conflicted philosophies, 

contradicted theories, fake histories, 



illusive doctrines and other 
elements [including war-
elements] in the Holy-
land.  
CHILD has huge responsible to make to blossom the 
Holy- land as it is.  
   
************************************************* 

Child was sharing the story of the “Emperor” 
with his companions. They didn’t trust the story. 
CHILD had gone done to their level and explained the story in their 
frequency. 
CHILD said; 

• “Emperor is in the state motherhood”. 
•  “Person” is in the form of a beautiful 

girl”. 



•   Replace the position of “Emperor”, as Mother who 

dressed identically same as “Emperor”. 
•  Replace the body guard- the “Person”, as beautiful girl 

who identically dressed as “Person”. 
•  Now you can read the story freshly. 

• Story is now become as “Mother and Daughter”. 
 
 

Any how the companions didn’t realize this 
story. 
Child was mentioned ancient defense secrets. 
After that secret; all had accepted the story. 

Ancient defense secrets: - 
To capture the external belt-cover-ring of any forces; 

“solid”-“sand”-“Silica” was used; where peculiar 
systems of radiations were operated through the top of both 

toes. 
 
 

Special note about toe: - 



In the very ancient Shiva Puranam: - during the 

process of “THIRIPURA 
THAKANAM- THIRIPURA 
SAMKAARAM”; destruction or 
sublimation of three worlds in 
and out were occurred such as: - 

Known-world [weaponry 
wars throughout the world 
may easily be spot it out]. 

Unknown-world [wars 
    through so called Spirit 
    actions which are very 
    difficult to trace]. 
Under-world [ wars through 



Psychic techniques which are 
difficult to identify].  

   

Lord Shiva used only HIS right toe and HIS 

smiling Lips for this process.  
This ‘process of action of history’ is called as: - 

“THIPURA RAKASHYAM”. 

In this process “vibration” was in operation 

through ‘toe; that destroyed or transformed or sublimated each 

and every matter. 

Very high speed of “action of 
radiation” was in operation through 

smiling lips. 
 

Very special note about 
Smiling lips: - 



[This is slightly splitting of ‘opposites’- 
‘positive and negative’-

‘paradox’].  

If Lord Shiva opens HIS mouth and says a 

“word” that will be end of everything- that is 

complete and permanent split 
will occur in “paradox”- Coe of 
nuclear. 
 That destroyed or transformed or sublimated energy. 
 
          

To capture the middle belt-cover-ring of any forces; 

“liquid”-“water” was used where very special current 
was passed by the ten fingers [very fast movement of 
fingerings]. For this action; subtle form of springs were used.   



To capture the center or internal cover-belt-ring 

of any forces; “gases”-“air” was used where the 

“PRAHNA” was perfectly entangled in operation. 

Three types of applications were happened spontaneously 
and simultaneously. 
All these applications didn’t kill anyone but completely 

change or sublimate the entire forces from 
“enmity”. 
Changes or sublimations may follow: - 

Observation of inner and outer purity. 

Chanting of holy names. 

Observing very high orders. 

Continuous maintenance of total anatomy. 

Observing yoga systems. 

Observing perfect meditation. 

g. Observing perfect silence. 
    h.Finally can talk or act for all the types of 



       emergencies or essentials from any directions from any 
       nations or from any beings.  
 
 

In ‘Shiva Purana’; there was another 

peculiar story mentioned regarding “defense 
technical process”.    . 
 

During the process of EMPEROR and “person” 
story; 

Emperor was meditating.  

In the end of Person’s action;   

How to awake Emperor from his 
meditative position? 



Person used; ‘maaruthy’ [air] as 

subtle form of chariot and a special type of “flower” 

as mediation; to awake Emperor.  

When Emperor awaked; Person 
spontaneously was disappeared from the seen and later on 

appeared under the banyan tree. 
 
 
 
Very Special Notes: -  
  

1.Flower transformed vibration     through it’s fragrant.  

         Historians were unable to identify the Flower.  
         Some historians mentioned; 

         the flower might have brought from 



         A. Heaven. [Unseen place] 

           B. Holiest Mount Kailash. [known mt]

           C. Special tree.  
               [May be Banyan-tree or Human-anatomy] 

 

              Actually child has discovered: - 

 In the Human-anatomy; 
There are various types of  

Flowers available in the state of 

   “Un-blossomed bud” 
    Such as: - External flowers: - 

                          1. Feet. [Lotus pair, one] 
                          2. Palm. [Lotus pair, two] 
                          3. Eyes. 

                          4. Head.  



                          5. Organ [male/female]. 

                          6. For-head. 
 

                          Internal flowers: -. 
1. Sakasram [actual lotus] 
                                      [Inner structure of brain]. 

 2. Inner-eyes: -  

   a. inner-point of brain.            

   b. inner point between 
    Eye-brow. [called as third eye]  

               C.inner space of 
                 Heart [main lotus] 
 
Human anatomy was simply announced by the ancient poet as: -   

“Human-anatomy is a tree with 
        full of buds or flowers.”  
 



Most of the human structures are in the state of “bud”. 
If the entire buds in the human-structure blossoms completely; 
Fragrant will transform through maaruthy. 
If actual lotus [Sakasram] or main lotus [inner heart] blossoms; other 
flowers will blossom naturally and automatically. 
If other flowers blossom; actual or main flower will not blossom.  
  

2. “Person” is the embodiment of 

     ‘LOVE’. 

3.“Person” has used only beautiful and fragrant 

          flower naturally to awake the  

         Emperor. 
 

 Light was originating at the awakened moment of 

Emperor.  

Naturally was illumining light that teleported the 

“Person” naturally under the banyan tree 
from the seen.  
 



This is comparable with the very famous sub-love 
story of ‘Manmathan-Rathy’ in the Holy Shiva 
Puranam, where Manmathan targeted a fragrant 

flower or flower-garland towards “Lord 
Shiva’s meditative posture’ to awake 

“Lord Shiva”.   

Poor Manmathan had failed to realize that; “God 
Shiva” is in state of “ever awakened 
posture”; who carefully looks-
after everything and 
Entirety from time-
immemorial. 



Manmathan and Rathy were pure lovers and the best lovers; where 
History and Historians never find so far.  
Only Rathy can see Manmathan where nobody can see 
Manmathan.  

In this sub-love story there is a very special massage is 
delivered from the:  - 

 “Holy Shiva –Puranam”  
such as: - 
 

“Mater [Manmathan] becomes unseen and 

     Energy [Rathy] becomes visible to every body”. 
2. “Love is visible and 

     Sex is not visible”.  

3. “Result or Answer or next … is visible and 

    ‘Process’ is not being able to see”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1. ‘Manmathan and Rathy’ story was later on compared with 
Adam & Eve Story and Ganesha & Muruga story 

 [War stories]. 

2. Earlier story; “flower” is the deciding and the 
    turning element of climax of the story;   

 [Story of love, life and 
living-story]. 

3. Later the two stories; “fruit” is the deciding and 
turning element for the continuations. 

 

4. In the “Holy Shrines” : - 

    Leaf, Flower and Fruit meet together is a very 
     rare occurrences.  

5. Leaves are the eyes of a tree; where tree absorbs energy 

directly from SUN. 
6. In the human-anatomy [tree]; there are millions of leaves  



available in the form of “Hair Point” through out the 
skin; where most of the energy absorbs through it.  
It is a very rare occurrence that may happen. 

 So far; “process of absorptions of energy through Hair 
Point” is not found in the history of human-race through out the 
world.     

10. Leaf is the first external outcome of a tree. 

   Flower is the second outcome; sign of the next…  

 Fruit is the final outcome-merit and result of continuation of
  Tree. 
It is the system and structure of nature’s gift. 
Here is no offensive and artificial processes occur.  

    11. Leaf and Flower are available in the human –race. 

          But to see or get fruit [merit and continuation]; there are 
          many offensive and complicated processes are going on  
          in the structures and systems of Human-race; through out the 
          world. 
 

          Why? 
          It is a serious question raised by child for long time ago to



          his guiders and guidance.  
          . 
     
     *************************************************** 

Special notes: - 
1. Not only had the ancient kings, present leaders  
  of all the sects throughout the world were failed to 
   realize and observe: - 

     a. COMPASSION. 
   b. LOVE. 
   c. INNERQUALITIES. 

     d. MEDITATION. 
         They didn’t have Creativity
         and Originality. 

 
2. But also they want: - 

a. POWER 
b. PALACE 
c. POSSESSINOS 



d. Roses of beds.  

Given keys, message [only “three words written” on a 
leaf], little story [teacher, person and children] stories of cats and rats, 
stone and leaf, emperor; were brought dynamic sublimations to the 
auto-biographer [child].    
 

• Given keys -TEN KEYS; 

blossom through from the top of ten fingers. 

These keys will be operated may be with the process of ONE 

touch or may be ONE BY ONE. These keys will be operated 

by without touch. 

• Given key - ONE KEY; 

blossoms from the inner-energy center; 
spontaneously will open the entire 
DOORS of a system, to the given-data
[human anatomy]. 

• Three words: -   



1. THATH: - Truth - God  
2. THUVAM: - Energy or Mediation 

3.  ACHI: - Inner-space [Aathma] 

Actually “one word”- 
 [Th, Im, A] made out 
three letters which is blossoming as three 
words transformed in to ‘one sentence’. 

 
        Very later period; historians called and named “One Word” as: -

a. “TRINITY” By Westerns and Esterns too. 

b. “Given to the name to the FIRST VETHAM”—
“SAMAVETHAM” by Asian Pundits. 

c. “One Word” is simply called and practically 
         observed as: -      

     “Father, Mother, Child” 
    [Th         IM           A ] 
     By true Nature Lovers.  

 



 
Special notes: - 

Message from the bible; “word” 

originates everything. 

In the day to day living patterns; we can hear 

“word” is in the sayings of: - 

1.  “Please give me a word”. 
2.  “Can you give a word?” 
3. “Keep up your word”. 

4. “Word of secrecy”.  
5.  “Promise”. 
6.  “Vow”. 
7.  “Love” 
8.  “Compassion”. 
9.  “Grace”.  
10. “Engagement”.  
11. “Yes! Everything is in word”. 

12. “Power of Word” 
          and so on.   



During the period of “age of seven to the age of twelve” [six years];   
What the Child has done? 
Where the Child dwelled? 
Whether child has parents or any other relations?      
All were questioning the Child and others; like intelligent units [what 
they are collecting; where they are passing all their collections of 
informations to whom and for what purpose?]. 
  

Other than the Child; nobody 
knows the correct answer. 
Child was successfully completed; during the period of six 
years [from the age of seven to the age of twelve] in the holiest 

mount with the great Saththiyainthiraananthar. 
  

This period of six years is the “golden time” of 

child where child experienced the actualities such as: - 
1. Freedom. 
2. Independent. 
3. The best comforts of in and out. 
4. Free from everything.  
 
 
 



Days blossom, Nights blossom 

Child is as it is; Blossoms and fragrants. 

Child is back with Light Ball [un-seeable 
and unexplainable]; to his village after “golden time” from the 
Holiest Mount; at the age of twelve year. 

Child was unexpectedly met Pundit VijayaLuxmmy at the time 
of departure from the Holiest-mount at this period.  
 

From the age of twelve onwards child was seriously marked and 
tactfully surrounded by: - 

    1. Known-world. 
    2. Unknown-world [Spirit cult and magicians]. 
    3. Under-world and Over world. 

4. Heads of freedom fighters. 
5. Heads of medical units. 
6. Religious heads. 
7. Philosophers. 
8. Psychologists. 
9. Political heads and diplomats around the world 
10. Group of gamblers and etc.    

The word of great Saththiyainthiraananthar;  



Child was firmly back and well balanced to face for the next 
six to nine years [from the age of twelve; to the age of eighteen or the 
age of twenty one] with the only and only protection of the unseen 

Light Ball.   
  
From this time onwards all the problems of “suffocations” were put 

on forcibly, artificially and automatically on Child.  

Child was very hardly overcome that period.  
During this period;  

Most of the so called “rights” were completely interrupted, 
damaged and destroyed by “top class intelligent” from all the 

directions to the child; such as: -   
So called educational systems. 
So called medical and health systems. 
So called defense process. 
1. So called food systems and etc. 

Education is the food to the head. 

Food is belonging to the entire form.  
Reasons: - 



Child belongs to Hindu Orthodox tradition. 
Child belongs to Saiva Orthodox family. 

Child belongs to the chains of “Holiest 
Mount Kailash-Himalayas”   

They [top class intelligent] want to uproot the 
entire roots of the origin of child.  

Child is the source of Origin. 

Child will highlight and flash everything. 

Child perfectly and clearly knew the actual secrecy of 
human-race  

       

Favorite food of child is Gingili-Oil from 
its child-hood onwards. 
Everybody knows this secret. 
How many times; they [“so called intelligent units”] entered inside 

the form of Child; while mixing acid in to the gingili-oil to 
damage the eyes.  



Very hardly has overcome these suffocations by the Child 
itself. 

They introduced so many educational 
systems to damage and destroy the head of the 

Child.  

Child had successfully overcome these severe disasters.       
At the age of eighteen; the great Saththiyainththiraananthar came and 
silently shared almost everything [known and unknown] with 

child.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



He mentioned two names to the child. 
 

1. Mount Saadhu [Kiriya Babaji] 
He lives first six months in the holiest mount Kailash; 
where the Holiest Ganga River springs. 
Second six months he lives in the mount of 

Vindhayam; where river SathPuththiraMahadeva 
–Narmatha springs.  
He travels allover the parts of world any moment; whenever and 
wherever any type of urgency is called, needed and presented. 
He is ever been at the age of eighteen; living for ever been in the 
entire universes. 

2. Mahaaperiyavar of Shaanchi 
He was attained mahasamadhi at the age 
of one hundred and seven years in the year of 
2003. 
 

 

Child is the lover of Dr. Albert Einstein- German 

scientist and Burden Russell-the British royalist; from its age 
of five onwards. 



   
  

After sharing of everything; child didn’t see the great 

Saththiyainthiraananthar; who was at the age of ninety 

while child was at eighteen; up to now.     

Child is normally won’t talk with anybody from its 
childhood onwards and always maintain silence. 
 

At the age of twelve; Child was unexpectedly attacked by 
knife by strangers for: - 
 
1. during the process of clearing the obstacles of the problems of 
    Land issue. 

2. During process of safeguarding family members; from external  
    Forces and etc. 

 Still the knife mark is visible on the left chess of the child. 
 

Just after arrival [at the age of twelve] from the Holiest 
mount; Child had failed to observe the “very special 



ceremony” to the ‘ancient symbol-Trizool’; which was clearly 

observed [at the age of six] by the child before leaving to the 

holiest mount.  

Due to this ignorance; holy blood dropped to the sand 

and land from the left part of the chess of the child. 

Just after this incidence; child performed the holy ceremony to 

the “ancient symbol-Trizool” sacredly and secretly too.   
 
During the same period [age of six] of time; 

Child was calibrating some festival. Unexpectedly one powerful 

cracker fallen to on the right palm of the Child. Second finger 
of the right was seriously wounded from some direction. 

This time Holy blood and flesh of the Child; was spread on the 
land sand.         
Still the wound is visible in the second finger of right palm. 
Very later period;  



So called intelligent and diplomats not only 

from the native land but too from all over the parts of 
world;      

They observed the wound their of inquiries and 

investigations and decided that wound must be from  
1. During the process of training from the so called freedom 

fighters or armed forced training. 
          2. During the process of others source of trainings. 

  

All these sources were punished and tortured the Child from 
longer period of time onwards [from the age of its childhood 
onwards].  

They had done these to the Child up to the maximum; which 
made the very serious wounds and damages. These are unseen-able, 
UN-speak able, un-writable and unrecoverable too. 
 
Nobody can escape!! 

Child won’t punish.  
“ONENESS” will observe.  
       
Oh!! What a stupidity and foolishness. 
 



Oh! My Lord of Lords!! See the very weak points and the 

worst loops in the all these so called sects. 
 

Child is the only and only “intelligent source” 
of its complete projects and plans for ever.  
No person, no groups, no sects and no sources can claim for 

Child and any of ITS acts; not only pasts, presents and but too 
futures, process, moments and creativities.      
 

Child loves to perform Divine rites from its childhood 
onwards. 

One day child was performing Aaraaithi to the 

SUN with fire-flame [Camphor]. 
Suddenly fire-flame fall on the first finger of the right palm and that 
was burning [it was happened at the age of nine]. Still the burn 
wound mark is visible on the first finger of the right-palm. 

Camphor was discovered by Japanese for 

defense purpose-military use [explosive process].  
But they [so called leaders] introduced camphor in to all the religious 
sects, temples, monasteries and into shrines.         



What an ignorant and shame too? 
 
Middle born of the fifth finger of the right palm; was shifted or 
dislocated at the age of six by announce force. Still the swilling is 

clearly visible on the right palm of child.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



22. Romance 
Child wishes boldly, frankly and lovely will share all its 

Romance step by step.   

 
The entire world histories [rulers, countries and other types of 
personalities] are written not on the basis of actual Romance but 
something in different practices and behaviors. 
 
Firstly we have to understand and realize the practices and behaviors 
so far hidden behind all these histories of so called leaders and 

personalities; Oh! My Lord of Lords!! 
 
These actions not only were gonging on ancient time; but present 
time too.  

1.  Recruitments of members. 
• Forcibly or attractively catching innocents[below the age of 

twelve years- almost girls and boys] 
• Forcibly or attractively the so called leaders and personalities 

were practiced sex by so called leaders and personalities; given 
to others or sell in the name of marriages and prostitutions. 

• Then introduced physical exercises. 
• Later on handed weapons on their hands. 



• Left them in the society back and recruit new members. 
• Finally they claimed and declared as leaders. 
 

Oh!! My Supreme Lord; 
For all these happenings the mass-medias are as functioning and 
acting as the major agents of the so called leaders and personalities. 
   

Child visited so-many marriage ceremonies. 

Child has seen the same and one bridge-groom for; was 
participated as bridge-groom as all the marriages. Bridges are 
different. 

Oh!! My Divine Lord!! Please look in to these shameful 
actions. 
For these actions and happenings; Legal professionals, educationists, 
other experts, leaders, and personalities are behind it. 
Reason statistical information-data produces that: - 
• One boy is having more nine hundred girls for not only for 

sexual-purposes but to act as spies by the so called leaders and 
personalities. 

• One girl is having more than one hundred and fifty boys, gents 
and children for the same purposes by leaders, bosses and other 
personalities. 

• This is the situations of the so called freedom-fighters, leaders 
and other personalities. 



These are main reasons and causes; Child is seriously wounded, 
damaged and hurt in and of Child structure and later on feared, 
worried and scared to the word of “marriage” and its process.      
There was principal in leading school; who married several times in 
several palaces [even in foreign countries] in different names. He is 
able to change his form through plastic surgery. 

Child had realized clearly; that in the name of “education” most 
criminal actions and cruelty was seriously damaged and destroyed 
most of the Hindu-Saiva orthodox society very long time ago [more 
than forty years ago]. 
Still these types of practices are in operation made by his students or 
followers. 
            

2.  Site affects of these acts.  
 

• Abnormal practices lead to many types of disorders. 
• Spreading diseases which are unrecoverable. 
• Members of the society or their generations are so weak in the 

prime structure [genetic-codes], mind and body too. What a 
shame that they claim as the kings, heroes and saviors of the 
people, nations and world. [Where are civilization, culture 
tradition and etc stands]? 

•  In this position child wish to remember the sayings 
from the ancient sage from China who is the first disciple of 
Laordsa [founder of Taoism]; named as Savundale. 
“Cultures and Civilizations are the main center and causes for 



the violence, wars and sins. Similarly literature, righteousness, 
law and etc are main center and cause for the same”.     

•     
  

Oh!! My Divine Lord; 
These are the main causes of violent and wars everywhere in the 
world. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  

1. Jeeva-Haarunjum [Compassion]. 
 

       Compassion doesn’t have the followings; - 
 

     a. possession. 

     b. ownership. 

     c. claims. 

     d. declarations. 

     e. conditions 
  f. Punishments and etc. 
  

     



 
Compassion has the followings: - 
 

a. Sharing. 

b. Services. 

c. Transformations of urgency. 

d. Caring. 

e. Truthfulness. 

f. Dedication. 

g. Spontaneous action. 

h.  Rewards and etc. 
 
 

So far Child is still being has only Compassion. 
 
 
 
 
 
    



2.   Love. 
   Love primly blossoms within the Heart; later on will be 

      transformed in to Brain [mind].  
      If love stands and always be in the prime state, Love will 
      function as compassion and will have all the qualities of 
      Compassion.  

     “If love transformed in to Brain; the different and all the 
       types of wars and violent will begin”.  

This is the important and dynamic message from Child. 
 

If what ever, when ever and where ever child 

loves[persons, things, thoughts , 

perceptions and etc] ;  that will be immediately 
plugged, damaged, stolen, silently bargained for sale and marketed by 
the so called leaders, freedom fighters, educationist, specially by the 
psychologists and others.  
These are the actual happenings occurred so far on its past steps of 

the Child.    

Oh!! My Supreme Divine Lord!!! 



Look at these civilized, cultured and traditional persons who so far 
had done the unrecoverable damages and refused all the types of 

basics [fundamental rights of Child] to the Child. 

That is why the Child is still alone.   

Anyhow, Child is maintaining the well balanced state of love 
and compassion as same.  

Child doesn’t know to fight against all these 

negative actions which are going on moment to 

moment around the Child.    

Child has given total and complete freedom to everybody. But 

all are misused Child finally made the Child as: - 
 a. slave. 
 b. prisoner. 
 
 Everything which is fundamentally and essentially needed to 

Child was completely blocked, diverted, rationed and uprooted.  

All these so called “agents” shown everything to Child and 
immediately removed what they shown. 
 

Oh!! My Divine Lord!!! 



Why all these sources were burnt, killed and destroyed leaves, 

flowers, fruits, joys and etc of the totally innocent Child in 
all the ways and all the directions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Child wishes to share its 

 First romance:- 
23. Flower 
 
 



From the age of three; Child was naturally dedicated to perform 

prayers, rituals and etc to the Holy symbol [trizool] and 

the Holy Lingam.    
• There was a very special, only and only tree; which produces 

hundreds of fragrant flowers daily. 
• All the parts of this tree possess very high quality of medical 

values [help the lungs, heart and the entire nervous systems to 
function soundly and perfectly].  

• The tree is a type of jasmine [Pavala-mallikai or Mara-Mallikai 
or Paari-Yatham or Thanka- Pushpam]. 

• Every day early in the morning this particular flowers will 

appear like a “golden carpet” around the tree. 

• In a very rare occurrences Child meditates on this natural 

“flower-carpet”-- golden-carpet. 

• Child has seen most of the true lovers are landed on this 

natural golden-flower-carpet. 
• Child actually loves this tree and the particular flowers. 



• When ever child collects these flowers during sun-set; very 

special angels will guide and help the child to 
perform the divine rites to Holy Symbol and Holy Shrine. 

• If the child collects the flowers during sun-rise; all the 

types of devas will help and guide the child to 
perform divine rites. 

• Child always speaks with that tree; like as “where ever I go 
you must be there and has to produce flowers daily and for ever 
for the divine rites”. 

• Child offers these flowers firstly to Sun, secondly to 
water, thirdly to sand and land, fourthly to fire [Yagnana] and 
finally to the Holy Shrine. 

• In very rare occurrences; Child offers these flowers for 
itself.     

Child was able to perform the divine rites; only for four years 
[from age three to age six] at his native place.  
Some unknown source was silently made the damage to tree and it 
was perished. 

Child never cries for food or clothes or any other essentials for 
itself. 



But lose of the particular tree made the child; put in the state of 
continuously crying and endless suffocations. 

That is why Child had offered his blood and flesh to the holy 
symbol and holy lingam at the age of six and finally left to the holiest 

mount Kailash.  

The entire variety of jasmines flowers blossoms during sun-set; 
where all the types of Angels will appear around the particular 
atmosphere. 

Child is now with the particular tree and flowers; which was 

planted by the child. It is located closer to the shrine. 

Other flowers blossom during sun-rise; where all the types of 

Devas appear in the particular atmosphere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Child wishes to share: -  

Second romance.
24.Bird  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Child has seen a very special BIRD which makes 

sound “IMMM….”; which is always located in the in the cave 

of the “Holiest Mount Kailash”. 
When it flies; It will make “IMMM…” sound. 
 
There was a rare video clip; that was very carefully watched by the 

Child, containing three minutes duration; 

Which shows the particular Bird or Birds leaves from the 

peak of the cave of the holiest mount Kailash makes the 

sound of “IMM…” for the first thirty seconds. 
 
Balance period of time [two and a half minutes] there was no sound; 

but video-editors included the flute sound with “AUM NA 
MA SHI VA YA”.  
  
This video clip, some time may be available at “Dhordharsan”; the 
official Television station of Bharatham-Hindustan. 
  

The Bird is combined with silver and gold colors.   



Its eyes are violet in colors.  
Its wings and both legs are pure white color. 
Its palms of legs are reddish color. 
Its height is eighteen inches. 
Its each wing is eighteen inches too. 

Child has seen this Bird firstly at the age of twelve at native 

place and it came closer to Child and humming the sound 

“IMMM…” 
 

Second time Child has seen the BIRD in the year of 1999 
Dec. 19th early morning 1.30 a.m. until [sun rise] 5.30 a.m. 

The Bird was almost stayed more than four hours with the 

Child. 

Child was just silently thinking; “how are you making the 

Imm…sound?”  

Bird spontaneously responded the silent request of the 

Child.  

Many times the Bird had shown the sound “Imm…” 
originates from its structure. 



“Bird slowly blows its both wings. 
  Little by little it increases blowing speed of its wings in standing 
  position.  

“Imm…” sounds at this stage little.  

Slowly it opens its mouth; sound of “Imm…” volume increases 
little by little.” 
 

Child was carefully watched this process of the Bird’s 
action. 

Actually the “Imm…” originates from the space reflected 
through its both wings; finally the sound radiates externally. 
 

At the time; Child was in the state of very high turning point [to 
be in the world or leave the world].  
 

The BIRD came closer to the Child and didn’t make any 
sound but water was pouring from its eyes. 

It was touching the Child by its wings, legs and mouth; and 

trying to awake the Child from its state and safeguard the 

Child from the death point.  



Similarly three Birds were watching this Bird’s actions. 

The Bird dances wonderfully and exposes its various types of 
appearances and inner qualities. 

Main secret of rhythms of divine dance of the Bird 
is; that its both steps are always move very closer position. It never 
stretches its both legs wider position. 

When the Bird; swims, flies and balances in the air it always  
 

will keep both legs together. When the Bird walks; its steps are 
always placed strait line and inwardly too. 
 

Another main secret of this Bird is that; it is a very strict 

fruitarian.  

Child mastered “Bharatham” [Dance based in 

India], “Bale” [Dance based in Russia] and 

“Kathack” [Dance recently developed in India]. 
 
All these are artificially framed and functioning as athletics and 
military exercise; where actuality is missing.  
 



“Dance of SHIVA” represents 

“Cosmic Dance” which is the most subtle 

Dance---the “Dance of totality”, is very difficult to 
explain or very hard to frame in words forms and etc.  

But this Bird’s natural actions are marvelous.     
 

Bird’s natural actions blossom as dance and its dances are so 
pure.         
 
It is very difficult to say its name. 
 
Ancient sage says; 

    a. “Bird of silence”. 

b.“Bird with signs”. 

c.  “Bird with full of action”. 

d.  “Bird of Love and compassion”. 

e.  “Bird of Hymns”. 

f.  “Bird with full of Divine qualities”. 



g.  “Bird of Beauty”. 
 

Note: - It is not Nightingale. 

            It is not Phoenix. 

Very Specialty of the Bird is: - 

1. Where ever and when ever the Bird flies or bees; it will 
carry or create the similar atmosphere of the Holiest Mount. 

2. It is always maintains its originality and creativity. 

3. Its high quality is that ever maintaining “Virginity”  

4. which always keeps the Bird in the state of: -  
 

 Health, 

 Strength, 

 Ever in action,  
 Long-life and 
Intuitional-visions and functions.
 



   VERGINIA 
It is a very serious issue made so far by the historians all over the 
parts of the world. 

Especially Islam is based on this issue. 
Oh!! What a shame!!!! Female and male-Human anatomy decide  

    Religions and there process.  

Oh!! My Supreme 
Lord!!! 
Where humanity stands?  

The entire religious sects and their heads silently; secretly and 
seriously practicing this issue; from time immemorial onwards. 
In this issue; which is not only affected the entire females but most 
of the men also internally and externally affected. 

Most of the cultures, traditions, 

civilizations and etc were decided by this issue in the 
history so far by: - 
    1. Palaces. 
   2. Monarchies. 

     3.  All the types of leaders and heads. 
   4. Educationists. 



   5. Psychologists. 
   6. Other experts. 
   7. Especially by the so called “Freedom- 
       Fighters. [Through out the entire world]. 
 
In a family; the “damages” of particular issue, made by great 
grandfather or grandfather, father or other close relations. 
In schools, all these damages are being done by principals, teachers 
and masters. 
 
In other sects; so called leaders or heads are being done the 
damages. 
 
According to the very latest up-to-dated statistics; which are very 

carefully observed by the CHILD; causes the entire 
violent and wars including cold-war and psychic war everywhere? 
    
Innocents [MASS] who don’t know about their anatomy internally 
and externally were cheated by all these sects and heads and they 

[so called class] claim themselves as heroes, 

salvators, Incarnates and saviors. 
       
In ancient days to avoid all these suffocations; 
When a boy or girl comes to attend the age; he or she will engaged 
in the marriage life within couple of months. 



 
That is why; in Hindustan [India] is being practiced the 
“Childhood-marriage” to avoid all the family wars, country war 
and other wars. 
 

Because of this issue; gay, lesbian and 
prostitutions are being scattered all over the parts of 
the world.  
  

Child is so far thought that the poverty is the cause for 
prostitutions. 
 
But actually all these are being practiced by educationist, power 
holders, leaders, heads and other sects in the name of service, 
socialism, humanitarian aid and etc all over the parts of the world. 
   

Oh!! My Divine Lord!!! 
Child was seriously cornered, affected, cheated and blasted 
by all the types of heads, leaders, their followers and etc by this 
issue. 



How?  Are “You Majesty-- 
Almighty” going to sort it out this 

“serious issue”. 

Ancient Sage-the Poet says;  

Human-form is the natural Temple; 
where Divine blossoms within.  
 
Human-race has failed to maintain this quality [virginity] which 
led the entire human race in to suspicion, war, violence and etc; 
these are still in operation in the name of freedom, politics, 
education, service, social, culture, tradition, religion, sports, media, 
other business sects and etc. 

Due to these activities; the totally innocent Child was 
actually and seriously wounded, disturbed continuously and in 
endless suffocations.  
  

Oh Divine Lord!! 
  
Watch these actions. 
 
Make actual and true decision to take serious action against all 
these disorders and negativities; must safeguard the genuine. 



“Actual romance” – the “actual nature” 

had not only entangled with the Child; but truly safeguarded 

the Child so far and will guard for ever. 
 
In the name of love, friendship, relationship and etc; they tortured the 

Child by thoughts, words and deeds and had put the Child 
in to endless Suffocations.   

Third Romance 
 

The Great Person 
 

CHILD has seen or was the first vision; the great person 
Saththiyainthiraananthar [at the time of birth he was at seventy five] 

at the moment of its [child] birth.  

Child is the best servant who wholeheartedly served the  
 Greatest person; from its age of six to age of twelve at Kailash. 
The greatest person; left a boy who is identically almost like 

child at child’s native place and took the child to Kailash.



Nobody knows about this dynamic and everlasting secret so far. 

Every body was asking the child, “how the child went to 

Kailash and lived in Kailash for six years; While Child was at 

his native places; how child can was at Kailash?” 

Nobody knows the divine secrets; all had failed to 

realize the actual happenings. 
  
So called intelligent sects and others such as ----------the  
  so called: - 
a. Relations. 
b. Friends. 
c. Surroundings 
d. Etc. 

are not only saying but deciding that the  child; may be one 
from twins or one out of three. 

They are not yet find the correct answer. 

Is the Child thief? 

Is the Child fraud? 

Is the Child fake? 

Is the Child priest? 



Is the Child monk? 

Is the Child Saadhu? 
And so on. If it is not those categories; 
Then The: -------- 

CHILD!!WHO??
 

Child is always with Divine atmosphere. 
  

Oh!! My Divine Supreme!!!!  
Why YOU allow all these negative forces 
[prostitutes, bitches, homosexuals, liars, cheaters and etc] are around 

the Child.  
What is the purpose? 
    

OH!! DIVINE LORD!!!!
What child had done against to YOU?  



Child was at divinely romance at its age of six with the 
greatest person.  

YOUR MYGISTRY!! 
OH! DIVINE LORD!!!  
YOU had taken the greatest person at age of child’s 
eighteen. 
What and what else that you are going to away from the  

Child?  

HOW YOU ARE 
GOING TO JUSTIFY?  
  

In the “Divine-Court” Child frankly 
says everything.  

When Child begins to breath; all are presented where 

Child’s breathing process is blocked due to the rush and the 
atmosphere is in imbalance. 



When Child starts anything; all those are presented at the site 

and to make endless obstacles to child and its actions and its 
paths. 

Child wishes to share a story [which not an actual romance]; 
heard very long time ago.  
 
There was a couple living. 
Husband uses to tell about his wife to everybody; that she is very 
talented and very smart in sexual joys. 
He was saying that anybody can experience her. 
Wife similarly uses to say the same way to everybody about her 
husband. 
 

In that way, style, manner and path both; [husband and 
wife] were collected hundreds of well known figures as well as 
visa versa as of their members, friends and relations in the nation. 
They were collected top, middle and bottom of the structures of the 
nation, society and people.  
Later on they were begun to control each and every structure and 
systems of the country, society and people.  
They were got the full power. 
They declared themselves as king and queen and freedom fighters of 
the country and they named them leaders too. 
 

This is not only an earlier story. 



These are the present happenings too. 

1. Is this is culture? 

2. Is this is tradition? 

3. Is this is civilization? 

4. Is this is religion? 

5. Is this is socialism? 

6. Is this is based on communism? 

7. Are the entire educational systems based for 
these actions? 

8. Are the entire schools, colleges and 

universities are made for and constructed for all 
these activities and purposes?  

9. Is this way most of countries are named as 

democratic and republic? 
10. Are these structures, frames and systems are called as 

international laws and that 
caused for the constitutions? 



11. Is this is called as revolution and 
freedom?  

12. Is this is the “history” and background of 
countries, leaders, and heads, so called freedom fighters and so on? 

OH!! What a shame!! and stupidity!!!  

My Divine Lord. 
It is the worst barbaric actions, habits, behaviors and etc of the 

human-race; that the Child had came across so far on its paths; 

YOUR DIVINE 
MAJESTRY.   
Due to this process actual atmosphere is polluted. 

That is why the Child is unable to breath and unable to start 
anything of its essentials.  
 

 OH!! DIVINE LORD!!!!
 What is the solution? 



How YOU DIVINE Majesty; are 
going to safeguard and look after 
the innocent Child from internal 
and external endless suffocations?  
 
 
 

Child wishes to share its 

Fourth Romance: -

 

25. Land and Property. 
 

In the “Mahabharata Epic” 

1. Land issue was the first main cause for the war which was 
Dividing the “Land” for all princes and kings  

2. Girl [Thirofpathai-Panchaali] was the second main cause for 
the war where all the kings and forces want to share the 



particular girl for their sexual pleasures [this is the worst type of 

diplomacy that the child had come across so far]. 
    

3. Diplomatist [Kannan-Krishna] was third main cause 
for war who was the diplomatist; had made everything in to 
mess and psychic violation.     

Child thought; that all these world famous epics are stories.  

Now only the Child has realized the actuality. 
TRULY these three {Land, Girl and Diplomacy} are the actual 
issues and practices; which are the prime and main causes for the 
present war through out the country and world too; which was 
made by so called freedom fighters, leaders and other specialists so 
far. 

Oh!! My Divine Lord!! 
Is this is culture? 

Is this is tradition? 

Is this is civilization? 

Is this is history? 
OH!! What a shame!!! 
How to administrate or eradicate all these “abnormal-acts”? 



 My Divine Majesty!!   
   ************************************************** 
 

Whenever and wherever child goes; everybody offered their 
land and property from its childhood onwards. 

Child always smiled and accepted only their love, their 

understandings of the inner-inspiration of child, romantic-
actions and their ways of communications. 
Due to this happenings; known and unknown sources were blocking 
the offerings and they were plugging everything which are belonging 

to child.         

When the child was near the holiest mount Kailash; 

all the Saadhus were saying to the child “all these beautiful 

nature and its gifts are belongs to child and owner of nature”. 

Child was smiled and accepted their words of love and 
compassion. 

Child answered as “child is belongs to the nature. Nature 

is the owner of child”. 



All the Saadhus and other Tibetan masters were embracing the 

child just after had listen the answer of the Child. 

They were trying to utter the word “Incarnation”. 

But CHILD didn’t permit the word to blossom from their 
mouth. 

In the religious world the word “Incarnation” is 
unwontedly and unnecessarily introduced. 
These types of practices are introduced in other fields or personalities 
such as politics, cinema, business, science and etc. 

This word is generally used as “Phinaamy” later on. 

All these practices are implemented on Child by the so called 
leaders, thinkers, so called freedom fighters, experts and etc so far. 
This is the worst damage and unending suffocations that the 

Child is being undergone.       

Oh my Divine 
Lord!! 
When all these fake actions and abnormal fake practices will come to 
an end? 



How You Divine 
Majesty; going to release the “auto-
biographer”-the Child from all these?  
Every body [so called leaders, rulers, thinkers, so called freedom 
fighters, so called lovers, so called friends[special engineers, doctors, 
lawyers, masters, teachers, educationists, other experts and etc] are 
being cheated, fooled, damaged, trying to uproot and trying to 

misguide and misuse the Child. 

All these so call personalities are full of jealousy of Child.      
Another unknown teams or groups or personalities enter through 
electronic media calling through the emails the Child as partner, 
uncle, father and so on. 
They were 

1. Steeling Child’s 
                                     a. Discoveries. 
                                   b.External treasurers. 
                  c.Conceptions. 



                                   d.Perceptions. 

                                   e. Missions. 
                  f. Visions. 
2. Plugging 
                                    a. given properties. 
                                    b. donated properties: - Wholeheartedly 
donated property was put for auction by so called freedom fighters 
and other leaders. Auction matter was overcome last minute by the 

Child in the year 2006, of 9th Jan. 
Now so called ---- are that they were made it only for advertising 
purpose. 
  
 
 3. Blocking 

                                   Which are belonging to the Child  
                                    from long time onwards.  

These so called personalities didn’t have any originality and 

creativity but they are trying to identify the Child through 
documents. 
 

Oh!! My Divine Lord!!! 
Make full stop for all these unwanted rubbish. 
      



In the moment of the birth of Child; 
Sages, strangers [astrologers, astronomers, true seekers, genuine 
rulers and persons who possess occult –powers] non-relatives and 
offered; most of the treasurers which the entire world had never seen 
so far. 
The great person Saththiyainthiraananthar vowed that he will transfer 
the entire Divine wealth, Divine virtues, Divine treasures and as well 

as other too to the Child. 

Due to “Land and Property” issue; the Child finally left its 
native place at once just after school. 

Child thought to stay permanently at mount Kailash but 
changed its wish finally and back to its nation. 
In the city; orthodox families offered their land, property and wealth 

to the Child; but that too plugged by the so called …….. 

After those happenings; nearly three years Child was under the 
roof of sky and over the bed of earth. 

Divine Arrangement made a place; where Child presently 
dwelling more than two decays which is freshly blossoming as holy 
shrine for every-beings for ever. This place too was trying to plug by 

so called …… but Child is still standing and facing all the 
obstacles up to now for the issue of “Land and Property”.            
 



Not only for the “Land and Property” issue but the entire issues the 

Child was adopted or claimed by: -  
    1. Protestants. 

2. Catholics. 
3. Pentecost. 
4. Various types of cults [freedom fighters, other leaders and 

religious sects. 

Due to this “claims and adoptions” the 

followings wars were netted right round the Child form long 
time onwards.  

1. Cold war. 

2. Star war. 

3. Religious war. 

4. Social war. 

5. Cultural war. 

6. Language war. 

7. Concept ional war. 

8. War for power. 

9. War for land. 



10. War for Girl. 

11. War for Wealth and so on. 
 

Child patiently and successfully crossed over: - 
a. Huge mountains [obstacles]. 
b. Ridges and Valleys [frictions, falsehoods—given so called 

educational systems…actually resulted in to six distinctions 
with two credits purposely twisted and turned down to 6c 
with 2s in o/l; two A, one B with C well cheated and turned 
in 3C with S   in a/l and frustrations].  

c. Oceans [suffocations]. 
d. Deserts [in and out touché rings] and so on. 

 

So many gunmen send by so called ----- towards to the Child 

for to gun down the Child.  

When they look at the Child; they completely changed their act,
mind and gone away. 
 

On 13th Feb 2008; 
Between 5.10 pm 5.55 pm; 



So called freedom 
fighters 
 [Including Qualified medical doctors 
and engineers] were send a “suicide person” with fixed 
all the suicide-belt and bomb [fitted by the medical doctors- the main 
agent of so called freedom-fighters and other leaders] towards to the 

Child.  

The particular suicide-person was with the Child for forty-five 
minutes. 

The person was talking with the Child. 
The person was two times to try to switch on to blast himself and the 

Child too. 

Child was very carefully and tranquilly handled the person. 
At the time there were eight people presented and they all were left 
the place one by one [Near the Holy Shrine]. 
 
Finally the person has changed his attitude and left. 
 



The person is so innocent; where Child first time met him in the 
year of 1987 in a library in Colombo; when he was preparing his 
thesis [Faculty of arts] to submit to the university of Jaffna. 

Actually Child was helping or rather guiding him to fulfill his 
thesis during the period of the year of 1987.   
 
 
Are they [so called---] still trying to say any excuses to anybody for 
these acts or plots? -------- 
Especially Medical Doctors and Engineers – are the main agents of 
the so called freedom-fighters and leaders; who are the worst ----- 

criminals; the Child never has seen so far.  
    

OH!! My Holiest Lord!! 
What I have to do all these unending Plots and Plans? 

Why My Divine Majesty!! You are 
waiting and in Silence!!!  

Eradicate totally!!  
This is My Inner-command!!! 
I can’t wait for all these rubbish acts. 

Act it spontaneously. 



If YOU fail to do, so I am going to curse the whole structure IN and 
OUT. 

This is Divine Vow!!   
 
Whether all these freedom-fighters and leaders are fighting for their 

own “sexual freedom”?  

Are they “covered society or groups or 
few people”? 
    
All these freedom fighters and leaders collected [forcibly] more than 

hundreds of millions currencies on the name of Child. 
All these collections are not for the people but their comforts. 
So called leaders; invested all these collections [by forcibly] in 
foreign countries. 
They spoiled quality, character, genuine and etc of Child. 

Due to the acts of all these so call leaders; Child is struggling in 
and out. 

Child is suffocating to fulfill its project.   
 
 
 



Each and every Steps of Child will be highlighted in future.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

3. Grace. 
4. Silence.   
 

These four are the main pillars of the actual Romance.    

When ever and where ever Child observes such as: - 

SUN in any position, 

Water falls, 

Mountains, 

Flowers, 

Birds and other natural actions;  

Child blossoms as the embodiment of compassion, love and 
grace spontaneously and simultaneously.    
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Style of dance of Shiva [carrying weapon in hand] was being 
practiced so many personalities in different forms and names in very 
later periods. 
Examples may follow: - 
 
 1. Jesus Christ. 
 2. Mahatma Gandhi.  
 3. Head of forces.  
 4. Principals. 
 5. Teachers. 
 6. Man who controls cows and Shepherds 

 
 
     
    
                 ********************************* 
 
                               SPECIAL NOTE 
 
A student strictly belongs to its parents up to eighteen years. After 
eighteen years a student belongs to itself as well as strictly belongs to 
the nation.  
     
                  ********************************** 
         
                        PERFECT PATH TO EDUCATION 
 



THIS IS THE ONLY PERFECT PATH OR WAY WHICH WILL 
GUIDE THE ENTIRE HUMAN RACE FOR TO SALVATE, 
LEBERATE AND COMPLETELY FREE FROM ALL THE TYPES 
OF SUFFORCATONS NOT ONLY IN A COUNTRY; BUT ALSO 
THROUGH OUT THE ENTIRE WORLD TOO. 
 
                       ********************************  
 
In the new educational system, wastage of educational materials 
[stationeries, tools and other equipments] should have to be reduced 
and spending of money on education would have to be reduced more 
than ninety nine percentages [99. /.]. For an example: - 
If a person’s income one hundred units in his life-period, spending 
money on education may be less than one unit. 
 
 **************************** 
 
 
 
                             
But spending money on current educational systems through out the 
world is upside down. 
 
 That is: ----------Income =100 units 
                            Expenditure on education= 99units 
                            Other utilities= one unit. 
 
  *************** 
 
In the new educational system, TIME will be saved more than eighty 
two percentages of a person’s life cycle. If a person’s life period is 



one hundred years, spending time on education will be only eighteen 
years and enjoying life period will be eighty two years. 
 
 *************** 
 
CHILD is perfectly completed his theoretical and practical educations 
below twelve years. The holiest person Saththiyainthiraananthar 
guided the CHILD soundly and totally. 
 
                             **************** 
 
But the whole set up and the entire systems were refused to allow the 
CHILD to live naturally and peacefully.  
 
                             *****************    
 
THIS IS BEING FIRMLY INTRODUCED BY CHILD AT NOW. 
[26TH May 26, 2007 at 7.43 A.M -- GMT]  
  
                             ******************* 
 
Then only all the types of dream concepts, fake theories and 
unpractical methods and systems will be completely destroyed at 
once. 
 
                               ****************** 
 
If EDUCATION is being perfectly framed and operated truly in a 
family, nation and through out the entire world; the entire sections 
such as finance, defense, health, administration, justice and etc would 
have been functioned perfectly.  



 
                               ******************* 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
  
  

 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
  
 
      
 
 
 
  
  
 

  
 
  



 
1. The holiest mount Kailash is the
Prime source of Hindus, 
Buddhists, Jains and Saivites. 
Most of the Thamilhz saints had  
failed to realize this basic truth. 
Saint Thirugnanasambanthar who 
lived south part of Bharatham 
[Inthusthan] before thousand five 
hundred years ago had completely 
failed to realize the above fact.     
In his every set of songs, which 
always has eleven in numbers?  
where the saint had highlighted,  
in every tenth song, which were 



given the wrong information about 
the basic truth. 
Later on the Saiva siththanthies 
followed and done the same 
mistakes too. Those mistakes 
should have to be rectified. 
2. GOD SHIVA or  
    DANCING SHIVA 
So far, most of the Hinthu scripts 
misinterpreted about SHIVA as 
20. dancing in the cemetery, 
21. wearing human born, 
22. applying ashes from the  

cemetery, 
23. carrying scull, 



24. having poison in the neck, 
25. dressed with tiger skin, 
26. carrying snakes, 
27. appearances like a beggar, 
28. hair is always scattered on 

the 
head, 

29. blue or black in color, 
30. action of destruction.  
Actually these messages are 
completely wrong. 
Christians’ churches are having 
only cemeteries behind the 
compounds of churches. Only 



Jesus Christ is having all the 
above qualities. 
All the Christian missionaries  
were tactfully manipulated all the 
works.        

 
Child had realized this important  
facts and basic truths at mount 
Kailash.  
Actual history of Hindus, 
Buddhists, Jains and Saivites 
begins from the holiest mount 
Kailash which is located in the 
Himalayan Mountain ranges in 
Bhaaratham. 



    
When the child was at the age of 
seven, the child couldn’t walk 
suddenly. Parents of the child and
doctors were unable to do 
anything. After couple of days 
the great and holiest person 
Saththiyainthiraananthar came 
from sacred mount Kailash 
and observed the child in divinely
manner; he was explaining to the 
child in details:- 
1.Silattumam [structures of the 
   brain cells] is functioning 
    perfectly. 



2. Kapam [structures of chest] 
    functions clearly. 
3. Piththam [structures of 
    Intestine] functions soundly. 
4. Vaatham[structures of both  
     legs] is not functioning 
     properly. Both keels refused to
     response and lost the direct 
     link with relevant cells of the  
     brain. 
The holiest person walked right 
round the area where the child 
dwells plugged fourteen leafs and 
collected two red color bricks. 
He has heated two bricks and  



placed seven leafs on one brick 
other seven leafs on the second 
brick. 
Finally he kept both keels of the  
child over the leafs for couple of  
blinks more than ten occurrences. 
Immediately child got up and 
started to walk here and there. 
All the doctors were in shock and 
obeyed the holiest person and said
we have studied nothing in the 
campus but we have to learn more
and more from the native 
medicine and nature cure system. 
One day;  



While child and father were 
cleaning the garden at its village 
Child found a peculiar creeper 
plant which was supported by a 
Hohomba tree. 
Accidentally the creeper plant was
cut in the middle part. 
 Oh!! What a surprise? 
Suddenly water was flowing from 
the creeper plant which was look 
like water flow from a motor line.
Father was in the state of shock, 
fear and surprise. 
The water was very pure, clean 
and possesses medicinal value. It 



should had had consist of full of 
herbs too. But the water was 
colorless.   
Father was unable to stop the 
water flowing from the plant. 
Water was flowing more than 
couple of hours. 
Following day the creeper plant 
fading little by little. Father and 
child were highly worried. 
Child was trying to create a plant 
out of it but failed.     
Child realized the root of the 
creeper must be rooted very 
deeply and connected with water 



springs [paathaala Ganga]. Child 
still couldn’t find the particular 
plant anywhere.  
 
Later on child was discussing 
about the creeper with botany 
experts. They answered that they 
never found this type of creeper. 
Child shared about the creeper 
with saints and sages. They said 
that they had heard and 
somewhere read about the creeper 
from the very ancient literature 
like Sakunthalam. 
Saththiyainthiraananthar said 



It was named as ‘neerkodhi’ 
[water creeper]. This type of 
creeper may be available only in 
desert.       
  
  
       
       
 
  

            
  
 
    

 



    
 
  
  
  

 
 
 

      
When child was at the age of nine 
surrounded by the Catholics and 
protestant while at city. Suddenly 
three or four ladies had arrived the 
spot and sung wonderful song as 



“Saththiyam Shivam Suntharam”. 
Child had first time listen the song 
and absorbed the perfect vibration. 
Both groups were left the child. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
       Happenings of fall 

   A. close to the well 



      
            

     When the child was at the age of 
     nine the child had undergone 
     supernormal processes. 

1. The child climbed twenty five
    feet height for to repair the old
    system of well at home. Father
    and mother were observing the
    repairing process. 
    Unexpectedly the main beam 
    of the water-taker fallen down.
    In a lightening way child had 
    pushed the main beam into the
    well. Otherwise the main  
    beam should have fallen over 



    the parents who were standing
    in front of the well. 
    At the same time child was  
    holding of a small branch of 
    a tree where the main beam  
   was fixed. 
   Child bended it’s body in to  
   half circle [cat style] and  
   jumped down more than the  
   height of twenty five feet.  
   Child and it’s parents didn’t 
   have any injuries. 
  Later on only child hared that  
  the so call freedom fighters 
  go for ‘jumping training’ and  



  etc to the jungles and foreign 
  countries. 
  Child is naturally framed and  
  formulated moment to moment 
  it’s carrier and inner and outer  
  personality from it’s birth  
  onwards. 
2. When this was happening the 
    Saththiyainththiraananthar 
    Arriving from Himalayas to  
    the child’s house. 
    Following day early morning 
    He took the child and jumped 
    into the same well. He  
    performed a very special ritual



    to child. This is the third ritual.
    Second ritual happened at the 
   age of three. 
   First ritual happened at birth. 
   First ritual is named as  
         “Brammothayam       
   [Make ‘link’ the outer space 
   with inner space]. 
   Second ritual is named as 

“ThasaNaathaMuhaSambaasanaa” 
  [Communication with ten  
   Divine members through 
   ten deities].  
   Third ritual is named as 

     “MOUnashiram Sthaapitham” or 



   “Summaasthaanam” Shankalpam or 
   “Ammai Appaa Kojil” Prathishdaa. 

It is an only and only ideal temple of  
    ‘Divine Father and Divine Mother’ in  
     the Globe, where “Shelter of Silence” 
     blossoms naturally and spontaneously.

  
B. From top of the roof 
 
  

  
                   
  
            
 
 
 

 
  



 
  
 
 

When the child was at the age of 
nineteen visited a house in the 
city. There was a request to check 
the unwanted elements in between 
roof and ceiling. But unfortunately 
child had fall from the top of roof.
Child has fallen inside the room 
over the bar of the bed. 
The bar of the bed was broken. 
Child was unable to walk more  
than forty days.  
Child climbed to remove the dead 
rat which was in between roof and 



ceiling. But there was a short in 
the current circuit which was 
affected the child fallen through 
the ceiling on to the bar of the bed.
Child was taken immediately to 
the hospital checked and there 
were no fractures. 
But there were muscular cracks on 
the bottom part of the portion.      
Most of were worried that there 
bed was broken. Child had 
realized the mentality of city 
people. 
 
 



 
 
 
 


	    
	 
	      AUTO 
	     BIOGRAPHY 
	              OF 
	    SHIAUMSHAR 
	       Holy thread, holly oil and holly 
	         Pooya’. They were based on 
	         “Agni koththira” at Benaras 
	      Saththiyayoothiamma: - 
	     “Aum! Maathee, mahaathma 
	       Aum!  Maathaa, mahaathma 
	      Mahaathmaa chanchcharam 
	      Niththiyam niththiyam,                                  
	      Mahaathmaa jeevitham 
	6. Snake attacks: - 
	1. 
	On Wednesday 12 th April   2006 mid night at 1.10 [1.10am], while CHILD was in deep sleep a male cobra snake white in color; purposely was put inside the sleeping room. The snake attacked the Child twice in the right and left hands while was in deep sleep. CHILD is hardly survived.  
	Child had done the very special ceremony for to recover the snake-bite, at the Holy Shrine; where “Shiva-Lingam” Illumines as the embodiment of LIGHT. 
	1. Poured the Holy Blood; to the Shiva-Lingam from both hands of 
	   Child.  






